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ABSTRACT

:Victimization survey data and.official crime records never reflect

exactly the same information. This raises a major question: areldctimi-
zation survey data sufficiently reliable and valid to be used for research
and evaluation purposes when official data are,not appropriate? Among the

issues to belresolved: 'does the victimization data provide an accurate
portrayal of the types of crimes that occur, of the seriousness of the
crimes, the characteristics of the suspects, and the pattern5 of victimiza-
tion?

This study is based oW an intensive analysis of 212 reports of crime
incidents from the 1974 Portland, Oregon, victimization survey. These

were matched with official crime reports of the same incidents. The record

check described and analyzed the following: (1) differences between,survey
and police data in,classification of these crimes, details o the events,

seriousness of the offenses, characteristics of the offenders, and activities
. of police, victims, and witnesses during the crime; (2) the frequency of
"don't know" responses in.the data; (3) patterns of telescoping,(i.e:, in
recalling the crime, the-victim distorts the time of occurrence) and their

-relation to victim characteristics; (4) survey incidents not found in
. police data even though respondents said they were reported; and (5) impli-
cations.regarding the utility of survey and police data and theimethods used
'to collect victimization survey information.

In making recommendations for future research, the study drew these

conclusions: -
(1) Information obtained through victimization surveys is

Sufficiently similar to that reported to police so that most crimes are
classified the same way by the two sources of data; (2) the s 'urvey data
contained higher estimates of the dollar loss from the crime;/(3) the
reliability or validity of the survey data depend upon the type of informa-
tion considered; (4) for most of the types of information considered,
accuracy or completeness did not decline as a function of the time lag

between -
occurrence and interview; e5) the age of the vi c was not related

to the amount or type of brror in the data.

Appendices provide a review of the. difficul
(i.e., matching survey to official reports); the
the analysis; and tables comparing different catego
to police and repcited in the interview. A bibliog

ch/no-match decisions
ousness scale used in
ies,of crimes reported
hf also is included.
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PORTLAND FORWARD RECORDS CHECK OF CRIME VICTIMS:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

_ft ten years of experience with victimization surveying have seen v _ked

by numerous debates concerning the merits of mewing crime through surveys. The

debate often has been cast in terms of whether the survey- generated crime data are

"better +" or "worse" than official crime statistics.- This approach to the isetie

fails to recognizd that there are major differences between the two sets of data

in planning, evaluation, and research.and that each has an important

an oversimplification

two measures of the same phenomenon and, therefore, only one or the other should

Neve that survey and police data are simply

be collected. Survey data contain reports of crime incidents that are not in

_ice files. Most of the incidents that are not in the police data were never

ported to authorities and others were reported but were not recorded aa'an

official crime incident. For some types of planning, evaluation, and research

purposes it is imperative that the dat,i include unreported aswel eported

crimes. Thus, the critical question is not whether survey - generated victimization

data are needed, but rather whether survey data are sufficiently reliable and

valid that they can be used in the types of studies for which the official data

are'inappropriate.

The Portland Forward Records Check of Crime Victims was designed to ifivesti-

gate a number of issues concerning the reliability and validity of survey - generated

reports of crime incidents. The study is based on an intensive analysis of 212

survey generated, reports of crime incidents from the 1974 Portland, Oregon victim

ization survey that were matched with the offlocial grime report of the same inci-

dent. The study cannot provide definitive answers to all questions because of

the small sample size and the fact that all the data are from one city. Neverthe-

less, the Portland study is the first forward records check of crime victims and



one of only a few studio. which have compared survey tnforination with o

data about the mama crime event. The major conclusions' and recoMmendat_ nn

the study are summarized below.

or Conclusions

1. The information (ltai

141

111 suryeyin/ IS sufficiently similar to

that_iven to the police at the time of the incident that most crimes_ are

fled in the same way by the

Both the Portland study and

he burglaries were classified

that '82 percent of the larcenies

slight differences concerning clam I

n .lease records cheek found that 97 percen

co survey and police data; both foujh

classified me way; and there were only

person

study indicated that information was sufficient to produce

mss. The Portland

classifica-

tion in 7 percent of the personal crime incidents, wheFeas the San J

Iets nal crimes) obtained the(which had a larger sample

in 85 percent

ifady

same classification

incidents. The Implication is that even though `survey data

might be criticized f r a variety of rea. there is accumulating evidence that

cr isms direeticl toward he accuracy of intirmati n needed to classify crimes

are not -warranted,

2. Surve y_

estimates of the dollar

The range of differences; found in the San

higher estimate to a

from

crime.

an lose study contained higher

data was from a 24 percent

higher 'timate, depending on the type of crime.

The range of differences found in the Portland study was frc p higher

estimate to a 48 percent higher estimate. Several propositions were tested with

the Portland data concerning factors that might have produced higher estimates

in the survey, but we were not able to identify reasons for the higher estimates

in survey data compared with police estimates.



This problem with th4 data is most scut_

survey information to estimate the total amount mane

or the average lone

the expected coat of cr

nrcherm who wish to use

due to crime

ictim. Data of thin type are caf value in _mating

palmation programs, the KM that could renu

from certain types of crime prevent ion p rams, and cstst efpectiveneMH evalun7

tions. The nurvey data,include 0Mti

crime, and,

(or stn reported as well am reported

this reason, might he cot idere4 superior to official data even

if the error is contained mainly in the survey information. At thin time, ho

ever. there Is no evidence sst whether the error was In the survey data or e6

police data (or h 1

3. TeteNcop rImes into the reference period t 1"11y "c"rreA

pilor to _the most distant month included in the time

in Inbounded interviews.

The Portland data -d that larcenies

than other types 0T incidents. An aver

months in the Portland study and 22 percent

arq to majc

likely to be telescoped

aped rd by 4.4

all the larcenies were incorrectly

placed within the recall period when they actually d prior to . These

0
resnits are similar f,t prvi ,-.tudis In that incidents tend to he forward

telescoped t greater extent than they are hackw-_--- I telescoped.

The study confirms previosrts resear ch which has shown that telescoping pro-
.

duces error in the suevevs,In r 1 tion to the victimizat 01Nrate, the comparialve

freqoericy of different typos of k -Imes. and the month-by -monrInt--nd within the

recall period.

The analysis of why tel occtir showed that the mayor 'explanatory

factor is the amount elf time that elapsed hetween the incident and the intervir

Incidents that occurred turther in the were telescoped tts a greater

than those which occurred recently. Thr was no indication from the analysis

that certain types of victims were more inclined to telescope (n- dents than



were other typols. The only 'Owe, t rI t Ie of the crimes thnt wits examined in

relettnn to teIJ scaping WAN the seri notes.' mca le. Although the more pert`Ittus

incidents tele 1 lens in the

relationship (tm.11) wits nut gr. wit 1 to he

.05 level.

examined, t he 'mt renftt tt rrf the

int icallv mignif leant at the

The re.l iahil i,tv ttr val idity of ant- vv. tilt,, depend upon the t lie

infetrmetitttt being considered. Ube t t III .11 ttWit ittn t1210r a ppv3r to he momt

sit' ,irate and tee have the g t 1 valhlitv

The t 11N 441 wh.tt ,lot ink; t Ite n I itn int Inr, whet het the

%/let Im was t atti,ned whether the vii it Inn was thre.ttrned, whet her the

offender had a weapon, whet Ii t thete. wao physical injury. whether
medical attention was needed, whether propertv wart taken or damaged,'
whether the ollender hut A r to he there. whether the offender

itr? and whether there At. evidence of forcible entry.

The c l a s 4 f 1 It.tt Itnt ut t h e t i t t en se .

Age And sex tit suspet t

Number itt '41144 pi',

Wh her t t int tindt" I t t tik ';i4 1 t --prot y. t lye act hint,.

Wh e r her t 1

It I i i'1 t'ttt 4, 1 -4 it 1 Ind -,111 \ 1;11 1-111.41 1.'11 wi`t 1- t,ri',tt enough

t_'tltie. ern tor the tol 1, i

Se r ouqrioqct Ott t ho t I onse bo I I I n Wei I t lint' ,rga 1

I dt tim fh, f!'4

Sit Spit, .

Whether the 1,t t

i. 1"o1ire ruiip A timu.

h. Number vit nnder 1 H.

Month durinit

The seriousnes,

r I t

acid nc hided Neve`r.tl ind

Ii

t ge.

ure - +. w-ittt t he ,c1 I in- W,,lt gdng Ile

ni ht' h I M in 1 Ito 11
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IP,

why the differences exist. MeMOrI loss, memory distortion, and selective mis-

pereepti9n by certain types of victims were tested as possible explanations,

but none of.thse had4Statistically significant correlations with the amount or

type oyrror.

. The i_Mpri,cat ons are that the reliability of oacial data about offenders

may be loWer than some of the other information, making it more difficult to

6-
find stically-.signifieant relationships, offender's race and other

Char-Acteris ic, of the incident or characteristics of the victim. The same

true ,for the stranger/non-stranger variable. On the other hand, studies which

use these variables to examine relationsiips between type of victim and type of

offender, for example,' should got contain systematic biases that could confound

the conclusions because error in offender characteristic data appears to be

unrelated to victim characteristics and unrelated to characteristics of the

Survey data overestimated police response time, in comparison with police

cords, and imated the number of activities undertaken by the police

atthe scene. The most plausible explanation for survey estimates of police

response time being higher than the 'police estimates is that, persons, during

times of crisis, tend to believe that more time has elapsed than actually is

the case. The possibility that police underestimate the time cannot be entirely

eliminated, but in Portland this possibility is very remote. The victim's call
0

to the police is recorded, the dispatcher's call to the officer is recorded, and

the officer's call that he has arrived on the scene is recorded. The time esti-

mates are kept In seconds, not just in minutes, and even though the persons who

copy from these logs onto the police form could alter the response time data,

it does not seem likely that they would do so, since positive evidence of

response time is available.

1.)



A plausible elanatierr for why the survey data underestimated the activi-
,

ties by the police at the scene is') that this is an open-ended survey question

and not one designed, to jog the memory of respondents in the survey. Questions

which specifically ask the victim to recall whether the police investigated,

arrested someone, or took fingerprint

data.

35. For most of the t es. of inf

almost certainly would improve the survey

mation elements examined in this stud-

there is no evidence that the accuracy or completeness of the information

declines AS a function of the time lag between when the crime occurred and when

the interview was conducted.

There were, however, two exceptions. First, the accuracy of respondents

recall of the date declined as the time lag increased, and, second, there was a

tendency for victims to forget that witnesses were present for events that

occurred further in the past.

.1
The implication of this finding is that 12-month retrospective recall

period may be just as good as shorter ones if he data are to be used for certain

types of purposes. Previous studies have emonstrated without exception- that

respondents are more apt to forget crimes that occurred further in the past.

The evidence in this study suggests that if they remember -the incident at all,

they tend to remember (accurately) most of the details about what happened.

Thus, studies which use victimization surveying for the purpose of analyzing

relationships within the data, rather than making population-level estimates

victimization rates, might be able to use longer recall periods--perhaps recall

periods even longer than twelve months. The critical question, and one that has

not been examined, is whether incidents that are forgotten differ from those

recalled in terms of the patterns and relationships between victims and offenders,

offenders and certain characteristics of the crime, and so on. Therefore, before

definitive conclusions are drawn concerning the optimal recall period for surveys



focussing on patterns and relationships, the results in this research should/

be replicated and similat\ types of analyses should be conducted using reverse

that forgotten incidents can be analyzed.record check procedures

6. Preliminary evidence from the study indicates that survelldata should

provide accurate conclusions for studies

(a) the distribution of crimes among population sub ups;

4

the distributibn of crime seriousness among population bgroups;

the relationships between victims' characteristics aiA certain charac-
teristics of the offense; and

(d) the relationship between victim characteristics (age, racet edu ational
level, sex) and the activities of the victim, police, and witnesses at
the time the crime occurred.

Characteristics of victims were not _related to the amount of error in the

data nor to systematic misperceptions about the events. Furthermore, there was

no evidence that certain types of victims forward- telescope more than others.

Forward telescoping results in an overestimation (in unbounded surveys) of the

amount c me committed against per_ wh d telescope. Thus, the fact

that victim characteristics were not rotated to forward tel an impor-

tant result from the study.

It should be emphasized, however; if offenses which are forgotten are

characterized by different patterns and relationships than those recalled, then

the survey data would not produce- reliable conclusions about such relationships.

Thus the results ), the forward recordscheck need to be replicated and reverse

record checks should be de, _,ried to test bias in the forgotten incidents.

Although the survey data appear to be relatively free of systematic misper-

ceptions by certain types of victims, there tentative indication thaapEnrsons

with negative attitudes rs tcwird tree polic;o prolected these attitudes into their re-

collectiv about what tt

there= were witnes

c-' poll d I hew lonq it took the police to arrive, whither

;(2ent, the extent of the Victim's own activities to



prevent the crime. Thus, studies that seek to explain victim, attitudes toward

the police as a function of police activities or response time should be cautious

in interpreting the causal direction of observed correlations. The data presented

here indicate that persons wfth negative attitudes may perceive these in a dif-

'ferent.way than'persons with positive attitudes, even though the "faces" are the

,Same.

om this stud and others indicates that victimization aurve-

data cannot be used to mess -nds in the victimization rate within the,retto-'

spec _ve recall riod covered b the survey.

If telescoping and forgetting were distriblited equally (or randomly) across

the various months in the recall period, then one could use the data from a

single survey to estimate monthly or quarterly victimization rates (14,rovided,

ourse, that the site of the sample was sufficiently large). There is a con-

siderable body of evidence, however, which demonstrateE that telescoping i

primarily forward rather than backward, and that forgetting i9creases with the

length of the recall period. Even though the survey data contain information

about the date of each crime event, a single survey yields an estimate

the entire 12-month recall period (or x months), and no

This problem greatly reduces the value of survey data

only for

individual months.

hr evaluation pur-

poses. Survey data are needed for most crime prevention and deterrence programs

as well as for other evaluations which require comparisons oss cities, and

programs that would alter citizen reporting rates or police discovery rates.

Because these types of programs are focussed on entire geographic areas, it is

usually impossible to have a true field experimental design, and the best pro-

cedure available to the evaluator is the quasi-experimental time-series sign

that requires twelve to fifteen pre-program estimates of monthly (or quarterly,

or yearly) victimization rates and several post-program estimates. If the

survey data-could be disaggregated, then each survey using a 12-month recall
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period would provide twelve estimates; t o surveys would yield 24 estimates; and

so on).

8. Theanqlyfl!lncilated that age of the victim was not rJated to

the amount or type of error in the data Moreover, the study showed that persons

who make errors in recalling the correct date are no more likely than others to

have given different information to the interviewerithan to the police. Both

these results were somewhat surprising. since age is generally-presuted to

influence memory loss, and since it is reasonable to believe that persons who

make one type of error would be.more inclined to make others. A partial.explana-

tion was revealed in the analysis of "don't know" responses. ThefLfrequency- of

these increased with respondent age and with the frequency of error in recalling

the date of the incident. Thus, it is poSsible that older victims and those

who guess (incorrectly) at the date of the :incident tend to say "don't know"

to other questions rather than provide erroneous information.

4. Many of the incidents that res-onden said were resorted to_ he -01 ee

were not found in police files. Through a series of adjustments in the data,
4

the best estimate is that approximately 32 percent of the survey incidents that

presumably_ were reported could not be found either because they were not reported

or because they w- __ not recorded as a crime by the police.

Discussion and Recemmeniaons

Victimization surveying has the poteptial for providing considerable infor-

mation and new knowledge about crime which cannot be obtained from official

crime statistics. Unreported crimes constitute a large proportion of all inci-

dents that occur. The absence of unreported incidents in official data repre-

sents an inherent and uncor , table problem with using the official statistics

foT a variety of research and evaluation ik-poses. Survey data should provide

superior imates of the amount, costs, and characteristics of criminal
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victimization. Analysis of the data could, potentially, provide important new

victimization, and the
0

insights about crime causation, factors contribtiOn

distribution of as well as its costs among different population subgroups.

- The results of this study indicate that'survey data are suffic4ently reliable

and valid to be used with confidence for some of these purposes, but doubts

remain about others. Furthermore,,the results Qf a single study, conducted in

a single city, with a small sample, not final answers to these questions,

and all of the propositions tested in the Portland study need to be reexamineld

and replicated in other studies before final conclusions are drawn. Although

the survey data appear to be 'quite good in many respects, the full potential of ,

victimization surveying for generating information of -type mentioned above

will not be realized unless these is a resumption of methodological research

into the types of bias in survey-generated information about crime and the

ciency of various solutions for impr ing its reliability and validity.

A major recommendation m this study is

A series of multi-purpose reverse r rd checks should be conducted in

several different cities. The studies should he designed so that information

can be obtained in relation to several propositions and the results compared

across the different cities.

(a) The amount of telescoping, forgetting, and differences between police
and survey data in factual information about the incident.

(b) Thecharacteristic nature of the differences (higher or lower survey
estimates in compar ison with police data, for example) .

The extent to which telescoping, forgetting, and differences between
police and survey data are correlated with characteristics of the
victim, the offense, and the offender.

I

Ideally, the samples driven for the Studies should be large enough to permit

at least a minimum amount of experimenting with different surveying methods,"-

different questioning procedures. and/or different rei~a11 periods. The purpose
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thes_ studies would be, to test,propositions such as those examined in this

12

study'about

-f reducing them.

One of

ypes of bias in the survey data and to experiment with methods

Most important contributions that could be made by v mizat icin

surveying is in the improvement of program evaluation efforts. The %purvey olkta

Are needed for evaluating community -based crime prevention programs, cTtme deter-

rence programs, programs that alter citizen reporting rates and/or police

;,cover of crimes in progress, and programs or strategies that are being,.tes ed

comparatively across- different cities. This potential will not he rea

unless there are sevkral substantial changes made.

should be emphasized true experimental designs are, not incommon

use for field evaluation and are impossible for many types of community-based

prevention or deterrence programs. Thus, the best evaluation design that can

be used ts"a qUas 7expertmental me- ies approach which requilCs numerous

time points prior to and after the program implementation.

Vititnization survey data at the national level Would be suitab

evaluations if the surveys were conducted with sufficient frequency, prior

quarterlythe implementation of a program, so that twelve fifteen monthly

victimization rates would he available, and a continuing series of--

monthly Or quarterly estimates could he made after the program plement_

Even though these methods would he appr -rto iri terms ,of data reliability' and'

validity, the national data cannot he used for program evaluation because there

are no natinna ims that k

simultaneously throughout

ommon strategies and which are impl _need '

wintry. Since _ method for national data

collection requires pc sal e views every six months a panel of reap

dents, there are few (if ny ) i st -hnt c could afford to conduct- these

kinds of surveys an a conifou 1g h.izis. Although the federal government may be
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PART I

INTRODUCTION

The past ten years of experience with victimization sueVeying have been
.

Marked byriume -us debates concerning the merits of measuring crime throughe

7 surveys. The debate often has been cast in terms of whether the survey-

generated crime data are "fetter" or "worse" tha cal crime statistics.

This type of global approach to the issue fails to recognize that there are

major differences between the two sets of data in terms of what is being

measured, the conceptual meaning of the measurements, the appropriate uses

of the data, and the types of biases that exist in each data set.

is a gross oversimpLi ion to assume h survey and police data

on crime are simply two measures of the same phenomenon and, therefore, only

one or the other should be ec The-- is an overlap in the data, since

each provides an to of cri_ s that became known to law enforcement offi-

cials, but survey data contain repo

police files. There were aLmost 800 d

of many crime incidents that are not in

ent crime ncide_ n revealed in

the Portland victimization survey of which only 22 percent were found in police

ecords. of these that are not in police files were never reported to

the authorities. The converse, however, also is true: Reverse record checks

/

conducted in other cities show that the survey methods do not uncover all the

incidents that are in police file s1l. ,Somc v tims actually forget that the

incidents occurred, and others apparentiy do not wish to tell the interviewer

about the incident. Claims that survw

4

"total" crime miss the

data can ever be an e

are not an accurate es timate of

jot Neither the official data nor the survey

me. Officialaccurate representat icfr

data will never include incidents not reported to law enforcement, and survey
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data will never include incidents that respondents 'do not wish to reveal to

intervie

ducted, have a major advantage in providing an estimate of total crime because

victims clearly are willing to tel interviewers about numerous crimes that

Nevertheless, most would agree that sialtveys, it properly con-

not reported to the °lice.

with con''

that the nonrep( rtiny represented a lack of

enforcement. Subsequent research has iridicat

This finding from the survey_

n by law enforcement

2eted

Statements ware" made

and c n: idence in law

majormai cr reason for

not rev?ortlncl ccrimes is ho'comparative triviality of the events, and only a

small of :an he attrihated to a lack of

A

law enforcement.

Al thou,Oi it is interesting to examine

noted that ,;urvei.,-cr,mes, it :t, I_
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I , it
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tually,
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reported crimes are twice as great as police estimates.
6

This phenomenon

could be produced by respondents Rying an event was repdrted when, in fact,

it was net. Or, it could be due to police practices 'of not recording certain

types of events or of down-classifying them. Still another possibility is

that survey crime classifiers are responding to different information than

were the police and are systematically over-classifying the crimes. This

results in a greater number of incidents in the more serious categories than

were known to the police. James Levin, in a highly speculative condemnation

of victimization surveying, argues the following:

Because coders must make decisions solely on the basis of unclear,
incomplete accounts of respondents as filtered secondhand by inter-
viewers, they inevitably play a role in determining the amount and kinds
of crime ultimately extracted from the interviews... Since there are
many marginal cases of eriminality that are reported (in the interviews)
and few precise coding guidelines; many 'crimes' hat emanate from the
surveys may be artifacts of the coding process...

Another question of major interest is whether victimization data provide

an ace_ ate portrayal of the types of crimes that occur, the seriousness of

the crimes, characteristics of suspects, and patterns of victimization. As

Biderman has noted,, recalling crime events or the details of them is not an

easy k for survey respondents.:

The survey method is dependent upon the recall of the respondent. This

can be particularly unreliable when he is asked to recall a past event
which has few serious durable gonsequences for the victim or demands
of further action on his part.

It is reasonable to beltevothat the amount of error in the victim's

account of the crime will be greater for respondents whose crime experience

was further in the past. It also is possible that some types of victims for-

get or distort information than others. Selective forgetting or dis-

tortion of certain aspects of a crime could be a serious problem for persons

conducting ,studies with victimization data. For example, if respondents
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tend to distort actual events as time basses so that they recall the

incident as being more serious than it actually was, then survey data will

overestimate crime seriousness (other things being equal). The types of

biases introduced into survey data by misrecall of the date (telescoping)

also need to be explored. If some types of victims are more likely than

others to telescope crimes into the reference period, then survey data

not only will overestimate dime but will overestimate it for certain types

of victims rather than for others.

The overall purpose of the Portland forward records check is to identify

some of the types of bias in victimization survey data that have not been

examined previously and to develdp preliminary information about the magnitude

and/or existence of such problems in the data.

In order to achieve this ohjgctive, comparisons were made between survey-

generated information about crime and police information about the same crime

incidents. When survey and police information differ, it is impossible

to know which is "c- 'rect ,but certain types of tests were conducted to

estimate the amount of error which reasonably could be attributed to

survey procedures. A variety of different binds of analyses were conducted

to determine whether certain types of victims or incidents contribute dis-

proportionately to the amount or direction of error in peace and survey

data. It should be noted that when police and survey information about an

incident are the same, this indicates a high degree of convergent validity

for both sets of information. If one is willing to assume that survey-generated

data about unreported incidents is as accurate or inaccurate as survey-generated

data abet the reported crimes, then it is possible to draw some conclusions

concerning the overall accuracy, reliability, and validity of survey crime

information.
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The specific purposes of thel'ortland Forward Records Check are:

To describe and analyze differences between survey and police data

for a set of 212 eatched cases in relation to the classification of the crime,

letailS of the event that are used to produce the classification, the Serious-

ness of the offense, the characteristics of the offenders, and the activities .

of the police, victims and witnesses during the crime;

To describe and analyze the frequency of "don't know" responses in

the data;

3 To describe and analyze patterns of telescoping in relation to vie-

tim charact tics;

4. To describe and analyze the incidents from the survey that could not

be found in the police data even though respondents said the incidents were

reported to authorities;

5. To comment upon the implications of the study in terms of the utility

of survey (and police) data and to discuss the implications of the research

for the methods used to collect survey information.

It should be emphasized at the outset that this study represents the

first forward records check of crime victims and one of only a few studies

that have compared official records with survey data on crime events. Thus,

the study is highly exploratory and designed to suggest areas of future

research, identify major issues, and provide very preliminary information

about the overall quality of survey data. Furthermore, the study is confined

to a single city (Portland, Oregon) and the results are not necessarily

generalizable to polie6 departments in other areas nor to surveys under-

taken in other places.
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PART II

METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in the study is a forward records check of crime

events reported to interviewers during the 1974 Portland, Oregon, victimize-

tion survey.
9

The forward records check involved selecting all of the crime

even s which were reported in the Portland survey that occurred within the

city limits of Porti nd and which, respondents said were reported to the

police. The address of each crime had been coded by street and house number

in the original survey data. A search was made of all original police reports
A

for a time period preceding the earliest month of the survey recall-period

by at least sixteen months. If a crime event was found at the proper address,

the r ?port was checked a -t the survey data in order to determine whether

the two events involved the same victim or household. If so, and if the event

constituted a "definite match" with the survey data (see definition below),

then the search procedures were stopped for that event.. If the event did not

fit the definite match category and/or if the victim was different than the

one on the survey, then the search procedure continued by examining all orig-

inal police reports involving crime incidents within five square blocks of

the location of the survey crime. If no crimes involving the victim or house-

hold on the survey were found within five square blocks, the event was

classified as a definite match". It should be emphasized that a se &rch

was made of all officially recorded crimes, regardless of the classification

used by the police, for'a time peried beginning in January, 1972, and contin-

uing through September, 1974. The earliest month of recall required by the

survey was April, 1973.
10

Approximately 16 percent of the survey crime reports contained no
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precise address and, therefore, could not be found with an address search. In

order to locate as many of the incidents as possible, a name search was' initi-

ated for all the survey crime reports in which the respondent had given at

least a last name. There were 99 victims who gave their names, and 103 inci-

dents were reported by these persons to the interviewer. (This is approxi-

mately 25 percent of the total number of crime incidents that, according to

the victim, had become known to the police.) Police department personnel con-

ducted the name search and provided the research group with the report numbers

of incidents that might be the ones which matched the survey data. These

reports were then pulled and compared against the questionnaires. The name

search was not very productive. Only twelve incidents were found through the

name search that were not also found through the address sei4ph aldne.

After all the search procedures were finished, the incidents were grouped

into one of three categories, s a first step in developing the final judg-

ment about whether the police report concerned the same crime reported on the

survey.

1. Definite Match. A definite match was defined, initially, as a victim

and an incident that matched the survey data in virtually all relevant aspects.

The rule was that 90 percent or more of the relevant victim/household Charac-

teristics should be the same between the survey and the police data. Age

should be within two years, sex, race, and occupation should be correct; the

address of the incident and of the victim should be the same, the phone n- er

should match, the par ial name identifier should match, and any "unique"

characteristics of one should match the other "unique" characteristics includinc

such things as "vict s were returning from a Trailblazer (basketball) game,"

"victim was recuperating from an operation," "wife was in the bathtub," "offendel

entered through a hole in the roof," and so cm. Many crime reports (both
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survey and official) contained this type Of data. At least 90 percent agree-

ment on the details reported in the survey data and on the police form had to

be the same in order to establish that a "definite match" had been found.

Characteristics of the crime itself couldnot be used (e.g., classification,

date, weapon, location, etc.).

2. Definite No-Match. .A definite "no-match" decision could be made if

there was no record of a crime having occurred at the location (or within five

square-blocks of against a victim. who bore any _resemblance to any house-.

hold member in the survey. In addition, an event was considered an unmatched

crime if reference to the event was found in police records but a separate

.crime report on it had not been filled out. This happened several times in

apartment or boardinghouse burglaries. The police filled out a report on the

most serious crime and listed the other incidents and their victims in the%

narrative section of the report. The third type of no-match was the crimes

for which the location given by the survey respondent was toc vague or was not

known at all and the name given by the respondent was not sufficient to use

in the name search. Thus, no search 'could be undertaken for these crimes.

These rules were sufficient to categorize almost all of the incidents

either as matches or no-matches. There were, however, 21 survey incidents

(four percent of the total) that could not be categorized either as a match

_.

or no -match using these criteria. (See Appendix A for a brief description of

each.) Decisions on most of these 21 cases were quite straightforward:

1. Four of the survey victims were located in the police files, but the

crime recorded by the police occurred after the person was interviewed and

there was no record of the victi having notified the police about an offense

pr to the date of the interview.

2. Five of the incidents involved a specific victim (rather than the
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household) but the victim identified in the police data was not the person

claiming to be a victim in the survey even though the former person resided'

at the household. Furthermore, there was no similarity between the unique

identifiers in the police survey and des'cript n of the event.

3. Five survey victims were located in police files for an offense that

occurred many months p earliest month of the survey recall period'

and the details of the two events were dissimilar enough that our determina-

tion was to judge all five as,no-watchcases These decisions were quite dif-

ficult to make and more information about each'of the events is contained in

'Appendix A.

4. Ond survey respondent reported two separate offenses neither of

ch ma-ched an offense found in police files for the survey vidtim. The

police record, however, could have been a summary of the two incidents in that

it bore some similarity to each of the ones reported in the survey. This

case was classified as a no-match.

S. Two of the victims -ported that they had experienced a series of

offenses and multiple entries were found for them in the police data. The

survey data, however, obviously was a summary of all the events in the series

and therefore none of the police incidents was a match for the survey event.

These w consid ed no-matches.

The problems -in determining whether a police event matched the survey

event were far less severe than anticipated. Persons who conduct reverse

record checks also must determine whether the victim is recalling the same

event that was drawn from police files or a different on, but there has been

very little discussion of this or of the methodology used to determine

whether an eve ti'matchd or not. Richard Sparks reports that only four of

237 events (two percent) in his London reverse records check did not match
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the police report closely enough to consider it the same event, but no other

authors of reverse survey. studies have discussed the problem or the methodol-

ogy used Eo match events-

.it ahould be emphasized that some bias could be introduced into a study

11

by the methods and decisions used to match the crimes. If the rules require

inch sfrilarity, then the data will show closer correspondence between

the characteristics of the survey event and the police event. If the rules

require ittle similarity, then apparent differences will be introduced

into the data which, in fact, are the result of different crimes having been

reported to the interviewer and to the police.

The results of the forward records search are shown in Table 1. Sixteen

percent of the original 476 incidents contained addresses too vague to permit

an address search (or no address at all) and could not be located through the

name search. Many of these incidents were robberies, assaults, personal

thefts that occurred ,way from home, and other similar types of incidents in

which the victim was not aware of the exact location of the crime. For the

crimes that had precise addresses, 53 percent were definitely matched and 47

percent were not (The analysis of incidents that could not be found is in

Section VI.)
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PART III

S IN INFORMATION PROVIDED TO POLICE AND TO INTERVIEWER

This Section contains a description and analysis of the types of diff

encas found between survey and police accounts of 212 matched crime events.

The analysis focusses on whether differences were produced by survey proce-

dures and whetter there is any evidence of systematic bias in the survey data.

Crime Class

Differences in crime classification between survey and police could be

produced by different classification policies or procedures, by human error

on the part of those who do the classifying, or by differences in the informa-

tion obtained from the victims. Of these three possible sources of differ-

ences, the latter is of major concern. Difference- 'produced by policies,

procedures, or human error can be minimized or even eliminated during the

editing phase of data collection and processing, while differences in the

raw information received by police and interviewer represent permanent dis-

tort ions in the data.

Several deviations from UCR classification rues were found in the orig-

inal.data: 12 in police data and eight in the survey. These deviations were

corrected in order to analyze classification differences produced solely by

the interviewer' and /or the police recording different details about the event.

Description of Differences

The police and survey classification for each event are shown in Table

2. Entries along the main diagonal represent the nuMber of crimes classified

in exactly the same way from both police and.survey information. Entries

that are not on the main diagonal are those that were classified differently.
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Far Wgeeple, there were 106 crimes classified as burglaries from both the police

and survey information. There were three crimes which the survey data indi-

cated as burglaries but the police information produCed a miscellaneous class-

ification (usually illegal trespass). Data under the police burglary entry

show that there were 116 crimes identified as burglaries but one of then

a rape according to the survey information, eight were larcenies, and one

in the miscellaneous category.

Differences in classification are nu arized in Table 3. Ninety-one-

percent of the incidents were classified into the same major crime category,

and nine percent contained sufficient informational differences to produce a

different classification. Personal crimes in the 1974 survey were more likely

than property crimes to be classified differently (Table 3), but the total

number of personal crimes included in the 212 matched set

mit definite conclusions.

Results of the Portland tuts for property offenses are very similar to

the comparison of police and survey classification conducted in San Jose

(Table 4). Using police data as the standard, the San Jose survey correctly

classified 97 percent of the burglaries and 82 percent of the larcenies.

Survey classification of personal offenses was the same as police classifi-

00 small. to per-

cation in 85 percent of San Jose cases, while the Portland police classi-

fied 75 percent of the survey personal crimes into the same categories as

the Portland survey. (This difference between Portland and San Jose is not

statistically significant.)

Previous comparison survey and police classifications have used the

index of inconsistency (1) as a measure of dissimilarity in classification

12
(see Table 5). Using a.4x4 matrix, the index is .118 for the Portland data

and .145 for all crimes shown in Table 5. These figures are quite similar' to



/ A C__ SOt OF CLASSIFICATIONS BASED ON SURVEY AND POLICE

INFORKATION: PORTLAND

Classification
Based on Survey

n Based on Po
1

n ma n

Information

10

1

x

2

3

12

1%

6%

Robbery 2

Assault

Burglary 106 109
4

51%

Larceny 1 65 31%

Auto Theft 18

Miscellaneous 1 2 4 2%

Total Number 116 56 18 212

Percentage 5% 55% 26% 8% 4%
1

Ifttries along the main diagonal are the number of event classified in the
same way from police and survey data. Entries off the main diagonal repr0L
sent crimes classified differently.
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TABLE 3.

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY BY TYPE OF OFFENSE: PCRTIV

Personal (T tat}

Rape

Robbery

Aleault

Property (Total)

Burglary

Larceny

Auto Theft

Miscellaneous

To

Classification
From

Survey Date_

16

1

109

18

4

212

Same
Classifications

Police

Different
laaaification+

Pollee

N to

12 75 4 25

0 1

2 1

10 S2 2 17

181 15 a

106 97 3

55 82 10 18

100 0

2

193 91

1
-The table ran be read in the following way: According to the survey data

there were 16 personal crimes. of these, the police data prodUced a per-
sonal crime classification for 12 and A different classification for four.
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TABLE 4.

BY TYPE of 0 NSF SAN
1
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wry
Assault

Property

Burglary

Larceny

Sam
ClasOification
by laatafilSwer

n

Classification
B Interviewer

111

24 20

54 7 11

33 tlf)

147 15 9

4 7 3 3

Fi; 12 12

Total

130

30

61

39

94

68

1 These data are from "San Jose Metho& Test Crime Vict s " Statis-

tics Technical Report Mo. 1, NILECJ, June 1972, -Weshinciton, D.C.
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TABLE 5.

INDEX OFINCONSISTENCY IN CRIME CLASSIFICATION

4x4 Matrix
Index of _of

1
Survey Inconsistency Crime

Washington, D.C. .326 Assault

Baltimore .168 Burglary

San Jose .147 Larceny

Portland:

4 crimes

7 crimes-
2

.118

.145

2x2 Matrix (Portland only)
Index of

Inconsistency

.137

.121

.119

1Crimes included in all surveys (4x4 matrix) are assault, burglary, larceny

and robbery. Data from,the other surveys are from "San Jose Methods Test
Of Known Crinie Victims," Statistics Technical Report No. 1, NILECJ, June 1972,

Washington, D.C.

-The seven crimes (7x7 matrix) also include rape, auto the

aneous part II offenses.

and misce
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those from the San Jose and Baltimore studies.

Discussion of Information Differences

The most striking discrepancy in classification is the survey rape inci-

dent that matches a police burglary. The details of the event as taken down,

by the police and by the interviewer were very similar. Nevertheless, slight

differences on the two reports concerning what the victim claimed that the

offender said could have produced the classification discrepancy. (A woman

who was taking a shower was surprised by the entrance of a man through her

bathroom window. His remarks to her, as quoted on the questionnaire, resulted

in a code of attempted rape, whereas the remarks written in the police report

resulted in a code of attempted burglary.)

There were eight incidents in which the survey information indicated

larceny and the police data pi uced a burglary classification. In all eight,

the proper classification a_i.mnt certainly was burglary but the survey con-
.

tained insufficient information to distinguish between the two types of prop-

erty crime. Seven of the eight involved the theft of a bicycle which, accord-

ing to the survey data, had been stolen from the premises. This was inter-

preted as being in the yard and therefore a larceny. The police record in

each of these cases indicated that the bicycle was on the porch (appurtenance

to a dwelling) o the garage or in the house, resulting in a classification

of burglary. This problem could be corrected with bitter probes by the inter-

viewer, and with greater awareness of the fact that classification requires a

distinction between items stolen from buildings or attachments to buildings

and from other places on the premises. The other larceny-burglary difference

involves the theft of a car battery. The survey data indicated that the

battery was stolen from the car on the premises of the residence. The police

report said that the car was in the garage.
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TWo offenses were classified froin'the police record and the survey data

robberies and there were two offenses classified as robbery from one but

not the other set of data. One of these was a purse-snatch and the difference

in classification wa6 produced by differences in the survey and police infer-

----
oration pertaining to whether the offender knocked the victim down. The other

classification difference was quite similar except it involved a pickpocket.

Two incidents were classified as assaults according to survey information

hnd as miscellaneous offenses from police information. One of these was a

case in which the police data indicated no weapon was used, while the victim

told the interviewer the assailant had a tire iron.

The information in Table 6 contains a more precise breakdown of poliCe

and survey information on several details of the events. The last column of

the table indicates the proportion of incidents in which both the police and

the survey data were the same. For most of the informational items listed

on the left, there is substantial agreement between the survey and police record

as to whether or not the crime event was characterized by that detail. For

example, the survey data indicated that there were ten incidents in which the

offender hit or attacked the victim whereas the police data indicated eleven

such events. The two sources of information agreed on ten of the events (both

indicated these ten victims had been hit or attacked), but there was one crime

of this type in the police data whereas the survey indicatd there had not

bqpn an attack.

The most substantial differences in the aggregate data (and even these

are rather minor) are whether the offender had a weapon and whether there wab

evidence of forcible entry. The survey data indicated that eight percent of

the matched events were characterized by the presence of a weapon, while the

police records indicated that four percent involved a weapon. There were

eight incidents in which both the survey and the police data agreed that a



-tail of Event

Offender hit or attacked

victim

TABLE 6.

__
INFORMATION DIFFERENCES ON DETAILS OF EVENT

Survey

(10) 5

Victim was threatened
(12) '6

with harm

8

Offender had a weapon (18) 8

Physical injury (10). 5

Medical attention needed (4) 2

Property taken or damaged (103) 86

Offender had right to
(10) 5

be there

Offender actually got in (99) 47

Evidence of le

entry
(02) 39

Frequency of Same Details

Police

N

Number

Different

Number

Same With

Characteristic

N Same

Without Percentage

Characteristis__0!plent

(11) 5 1 10 201 99.5%

(15) 7 7 10 195 96.7%

(9) 4 11 8 193 94.8%

(12) 6 8 7 197 96.2%

(2) 1 2 2 208 99.0%

(187) 88. 8 181 23 96.2%

(13) 6 =11 6 195 94.8%

(108) 51 27 90 95 87.3%

(69) 33 25 63 124 88.2%

1Data in the firs our columns shown the frequency (and percent) of events characterized by the informa

tional detail on the left. The percent of total agreement represents the proportion of all 212 cases

which both the surrey and the police agreed on whether the characteristic was,present Or absent (e.g.,

212 minus the number of cases coded differently divided by 212).



weapon had been present. The 46i'vey data suggest that 39 percent of the

natched cases involved evidence of forcible entry; the police estimate

is that 33 percent of the cases had evidence of forced entry. There were

sixty-three crimes that both sources of information agreed had evidence of

forced entry.

In general, the survey and police data were in substantial agreement on

whether an event was or was not characterized by a partici), etail.

Discussion of ©riinal Classification Errors

As noted previously, several discrepancies from UCR classification rules

were found in the original survey and police data. In most instances, OCR

rules are precise enough to yield a single code that is not subject to dis-

agreement,if the "facts"'upon which the code is based are clear. There were

twelve errors made by the original tea re4 of survey coders--an error rate of

about ive percent. More than half of these errors involved the coder over-
.

looking the UCR rule concerning. the difference between burglaries (entry into

a structure} and laic There was no particular pattern to the survey

errors; above half were of the incidents involving errors classified

as more serious and half as less serious than the proper classification.

The discrepancies in police classification apparently were produced by

police policies rather than by minor lapses in concentration by the coders;

in particu-lar, the Portland police seem to down-classify certain types of

assaults involving family members or juveniles. Of the twelve assaults found

in police records, seven were coded by the police as simple assaults where

the information indicated'an aggravated assault. The OCR classification

system divides aggravated and simple assault in accordance with whether a

weapon was used, injury occurred, and in the final determination, the intent

of the assailant. The five incints down-classified to simple assault
by
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le police involved either family members or victims and offenders who were

Ider the age of eighteen. There were five apparent assaults classified by

le police either as malic ous mischief or threats. One of these was a

against a female victim's life by a man she knew

The major conclusions from this part of the analysis are::

1. Although slight informational-differences exist between the survey

Id police records of many crime events, the difference is seldom extensive

nough to produce a difference in crime classification. For the 212 matched

ncidents, ninety-one percent had information similar enough to produce the

ame crime classification,whereas nine percent contained informational differ-

nceS that would result in different classifications.

2. The similarity of classification was greater for property crimes

han for personal crimes with 25 percent of the latter being inisclassified

ecause of different information. There were, however, too few personal

rimes in the matched incident set to draw definite conclusions from the

nalysis.

3. The proportion of survey Oases and police cases that were characte

zed by any one of several information details is very close (in the aggre-

ate), and only slight differences exist on a case-by-case basis. The most

triking difference between the police and survey data pertains to whether

he offender had a weapon or did not have one. There were 22 cases in which

ither the survey or the police data indicated that the offender had a weapon,

ut only eight hese were coded as having a weapon by both the survey and

he police. In general, however, the police and survey characterized

Ilan 90 percent of the in idents in the same way on details including those

nvolving physical violence, type of entry, right of offender to be there,

nd evidence of forcible entry.
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40

Two different types of. s iouSness measures are used to determine whether

4

there is any systematic over 'or underestimation of seriousness in the survey

data, compared with police re oxds of the same events.

The first seriousness scale is a replication of the Selfin and Wolfgang

index (see Appendix B) a!id the second is the amount of monetary loss from the

crime. As shown in Table 7, the survey data produced slightly higher estimates

of crime seriousness than did the police information.

The frequency of agreement (last column of Table 7) is calculated in

terms of the incidents which both; theTolice and survey agreed were or were

not in each category'of crime rioUsneSs. Clearly, these values are inflated

because most crimes are not

were given a seriousness scor

_ any One category. For example, 27 incidents

htee by both the police and the survey

data, but 36 incidents were placed,in this category by one source of informa-

tion but not the other.' Both agreed, however, the 149 cases did not belong

in the third cateogry. The product - correlation between tie survey and

police seriousness scor

are considerable case-by-cas_

A considerable portion the surveys higher estimates of seriousness

'.40). Again, this suggests that there

differences in the seriousness estimates.

is produced by two cators'used in the scale. The survey data were more

likely to indi6ate that the o fe\ider had a weapon (as shown previously) and

generally provided higher estim t s of the amount -of loss from the crime.

parisons of survey and Police information on amount of loss are shown

in Table-8.1 In every type of comparison, __e survey estimates are higher than

those provided by the police even .hough the correlation coefficients between

estimates of loss areattor high. The implication is that either the survey

Because of several :very large fosse;, the data were badly skewed. To correct
this problem, the natiaral log of each value was taken and the transformed
values were, used in Che correlation analysis.

:I



TABLE 7.

SERIOUSNESS OF OFFENSES

I
Seriousness Score N

FREQUENCY IN CATEGORY

Survey Police

% N

FREQUENCY OF AGREEMENT

Agreed: Not Agreed:

In Categgreed

IN CASE-BY-CASE DATA

In % Total

Agreement

0 7 3 7 3 203 5 4 98%

1 18 8 33
16

173 8 31 85%

2 79 37 95 45 95 57 60 72%

3 51 24 39 18 149 27 36 83%

4 35 17 26 12 169 18 25 BB%

5 4 2 3 1 207 2 3 99%

6 10 5 4 2 199 1 12 94%

7 5 2 2 1 206 1 5 98%

R or above 3 1 3 1 206 0 6 97%

x 2.9 2.5 TOTAL

# cases with same

s.e. .13 .10 seriousness score 119

% of cases scored

the same 56

1_
An explanation of scoring for the seriousness scale is in Appendix B.
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TABLE 8.-

SURVEY AND POLICE ESTIMATES OF LOSS FROM CRIME

Type Of
Offense

of Cases Average Loss%

with No Average Excluding "No

Loss Indicated Dollar Loss Loss" Category

Surve Police Surve- Police Surve Police

Median Loss

uve Police

Burglary 19 21 $548 $412 $680 $522 $300 $155

Larceny 12 14 $126 $96 $143 $112 $100 $75

Auto Theft 10 56 $662 $186 $736 $419 $500 $260

All Incidents 21 $412 $319 $488 $357 $120 $75

Bu ary:
1

.81

1
Larceny: .77

Auto Theft:-
1

.60

All Canes-
1

r .82

1-Corretafton coefficients derived from dollar values after the natural

of each value was taken.
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respondents systematically overestimated the amount of loss or the polic%e

underestimated it In the auto theft category, there were many police reports

1

which contained no value at all forfir the stolen car, and this greatly inflated

the di_ rence between Surv'ey and 1-

of burglaries is consid--

estimates of loss. The average loss

bly higher than might expected rause of nne

incident that involved a loss of more than `_ =14,otti7 aornrd ng to both the

police and the survey informa

Compar i sons between the

In the Portland data,

cent higher than the police,

LC:r-It hiqhte

percent hi the *r than police.

A question of consider

nd and San ,lose data are shown in Table 9.

-A and mt

the survey I-- It Sc

survey values are about 25 per-

exception of median burglary loss which

the San Jose survey data are 24 to 33

Interest is whether the differences are errors

type of bias exists in the survey _o_-ma-

tion in addition to a genet': overestimate (in comparison with police data)

determine

indirect

neon and los, It is impossible to make any definitive

who ditterences are due to survey error, but some

It 1()11 can be

able to memory Loss

was reccrde

data, of course,

information is oft,eir10,l later and in some cases at, much as 12 months after

in the seriousness estimates

present error in the survey

Aistor

velni.d concerning the amount of error attribut-

N-dice and when

ad between the tOme the event

intetview took place: 1?olie

ined shortly after the crime, while the survey

the even . The ana_

is based m th

memory loss (anti, therefore'

ant,' w,:

, t,, ,e tllffi, t hat rospondent:: force. t arrrlfrrr distort

)rmat Itrict (,[1 of ( I imi qw m when the event occurred (as



TABLE

& SAN JOSE DATA LOSS PROM CRIME

)4.talL*91

Larceny 126

Bu 91ary 548

dlan pus

Larceny

Bur91ar y

iNRTLAND
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Police % fifferc: Survey

96

412

155

% Differenc
(1) 7 (2) (1) 2

(1)

21.8 358 240

24.8 598 432 27.8

25.0 200 152 24.0

48.i 379 270 28.8

I
San Jose data are from °=--;an
See Table 4.

Test of Known Crime VictimS."



meaSured by police information) and when the interview took Thus, a

significant correlation between tho amount of error And the lendth of time

( In months) that el A; 1 IA't We,N e r Imo ,111! h, I Tt ,t I ,W W0'.,1 1 I

N ide red ov nco of momot y 1 ill

There n,,, h,,, I
h !, t hat memo F y do(:av and

d istor ion nit r' r:,,,te I t ' th,irt
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3.
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seriousness than police data. If there are, then the survey information will

provide a different (and perhars ;.:trayal -rime los and seri-

otterwass among WIFICRIO pOPUIACLO

The resnit Jf the analy!ii!, .Ir. 1 . The amount of differ-

erice be

Values Of the differon

17 1 11,1z

e1,1*-e t sme la I et WI'VT1 t r

and the interview, nor to aie H ':J` VI 17, a t err-r In tl.e

the data ( l e t t i e . , * 4 . 1 ! f t . : . O r . t I I 1.1T 1. 00, IS related to

t (I i1 1.

Occulted Further 1:1 tt,f, !- t:ian rt-'eT.t

crime which

) 1 Ti

similar estimate-, ot I, .1a1 . -.1 I and data. Thu5, the data

support the conter:ti-n that H.twev:; !-Itvey and police information

we r e not 1,r , ,! ,-.-chtilho between the time

1-K)lice ie,'.-)rded the int-rmatl- .1nd tIme the interview.

The weak and iriminifi,Ant (at the W., level) correlations

between oveiestinstw; It and the Amount It time 'Alat elapsed

between the crime and the interview z!.at did rit i!iteMat1C-

ally accentuate the 1vriuL4L,14(2:,- L=02

tuit into' mat ion 11 I 11, !I .1 .1

Three .t.arateri';

,1 1,1111.

t he eelit

,1:;se,i 01

II 1'.
we!, .1/),I i II 1,1;

t I.. )11 ,ting,11:1 F i1 !,'I w,,.11 )I 1.'c' .111 111!+,I Mitt 1()I1

cerninq crime t-riowdo

afg7ipondent

1 II ti t hat t .x, .111 ealiC.111()11,11.

level Ate lit zelAt0,1 -± , Lit I Iii Wit

t ter enee!

The ,J1 1,111,4 ,1 _I 11 1 ;

all t it tut,- 1 Wf't kit 1,1 WI f tt rh,

t he

tiMfiluk ,41141 Fitt )11 - ter eh, ,, 1.- r. I 1.-I wh,t Wit,)



TABLE 10.

CORRELATES OF OVER- AND UNDER-ESTIMATING CRIME SERIOUSNESS

Seriousness Scale: Dollar Loss: Seriousness Scale: Dollar Loss:

Over-estimatis Over-estimatee Net Differences

(a) Time Lag from Crime to

r Sul! Interview

(b) Net Telescoping

(o) Age

(j Race (Osblack; 1=white)

x (Ovfemale: lmmale)

(f) Education

(g) Positive Attitude Toward

Police

*P < .05

'See Appendix B

Net pi

-.09 .01 -.14*

.00 -.09 .01 -.14

-.02 .07 .03 .04

-.01 .01 -.01

.00 -.05 .05 .00

.01 -.10 .03 -.00

.00 .00 -.01 -.04

ow the seriousness scale was developed.



hold positive attitudes differ, in any systematic way, concerning the

direction or magnitude of differences between the information they provided

the interviewer and the information recorded by the police. As shown in

Table 10, the type and amount of differences between survey and police data

are not related to the respondent's attitude toward the police.

Characteristics of Suspects

Respondents to the survey were asked whether they knew how many persons

were involved in the crime, age of the suspects, race, sex, and whether the

pereon(0) was a stranger or was kriown to the victim. Similar information was

obtained from the original police reports for each of the matched incidents.

The Portland police records contain the victim's original description of the

offender (if any) in the narrative section of the report as well as'updated

information. It was not possible to dete6ine when the police information

on a suspect was entered on the report. Thus, if the police obtained information

on a possible suspect and did not notify the victim, then the data would differ

for this reason.

Race Of,SUSpeCt

Both the police and the survey data indicated that 28 of the offense_

Were committed by wh_ but the two sources of information agreed that a

white person was a suspe,:t on thirteen licidents and disagreed on the others

(see Table 11). Survey dat,: ed that 31 incidents involved a black

suspect whereas the police records showed that black persons were suspected

in 25 inciden There were 129 crimes for which neither the survey nor the

police data contained any information about a suspect (61 percent of the total).

The total amount of agreement between police and survey data consists of
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the number of incidents on which both agreed on the racial characteristic of

the suspect or agreed.thet"the suspect was unknown. The two sources agreed

On-74 percent of he incidents and disagreed on 26 percent. Clearly, the

greatest amount of agreement" in absolute terms, is that the race of the sus-
Si

pact was unknown (129 cases). If these are excluded,, the agreement between

police and survey data concerning, racial characteristics of suspects is only

34 percent.

Victimization survey data may.not be an accurate reflection of racial

characteristics oroffenders if victims project racial bias or prejudice, into

their perception of who committed the crime. The data in Table 11 show that

there were 31 black sudpects, according to the victims, but more than half

of the police reports on these incidents (05 percent) indicated that the sus-

'

pect had unknown racial characteristics,. Of the suspects identified in the

survey as white, 46 percent were recorded as unknown, black or "other" in

the police data. Although the number of cases is very small, the data indi-

cated that these victims slightly overestimated the number of incidents

involving black suspects in comparison with police estimates of whether the

suspect is white or- black.

A simile phenomenon is found when one examines survey responses concerning

racial characteristics of persons that the police data show as unknown. Of

these incidents, there were 27 that survey respondents claimed to have infor-

mation on the racial characteristics. Eight (30 percent) were characterized

as white compared with 70 percent as either black or other. Police data,

compared with survey "unknowns" do not show this pattern. There were 149

cases of unknown suspects according to survey respondents, of which the police

r

records contained racial information on twenty. More than half were charac-

terized as white (55 cent),and 45 percent were characterized as black or
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TABLE 11.

RACE OF SUSPECT

White Black

POLICE

Other U -hewn Totals

SURVEY

White 15 2 8 28

Black 1 13 0 17 31

Other 1 1 0 2 4

Unknown 11 1 129
-__

149

Totals 28 25 156 212

Total.Agreement: 157/212 = 74%

Agreement Excluding Unknown Category: 28 34%
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Additional analysis of the data show that black victims, rather than

White, were primarily responsible for overidentification of suspects as black

when police data contain no information on racial characteristics of the sus-

pects. For white victims, there were twenty cases in which the police did

not record any information on race of the suspect. The white victims told

the interviewer that twelve of these (60 percent) were white and eight (40

percent) were black. Black and other nonwhite victims provided information

on seven cases that the police said involved an unknown suspect and the vic-

tims indicated that five of the seven were black rather than white.

The data presented in the previous tables indicate that victims had a

very slight tendency to suspect blacks when the police data indicated .the

suspect was unknown, but there is no evidence at all that this is due to white

victims projecting racial bias into their identification of suspects. Bla

persons "oversuspected" blacks to a greater extent than whites did. Even

though the data do not indicate systematic bias, it should be emphasized that

the extent of agreement between survey and police records is very low. The lack

of agreement casts doubts on the reliability of racial information suspects.

Offender inowr i or Stranger

It is widely sdspected that victimization surveys underestimate the pro-

portion of incidents committed by persons known to the victim. This phenom-

enon could be produced by the greater saliency of stranger-perpetrated inci-

dents and a corresponding inability by victims to remember offenses committed

by-persons they know. It could be due to victims being reluctant to tell the -

interviewer about incidents committed by friends, acquaintances, or household

members. Another possibility, and the only one which can be examined with

the matched incident set, is that victims report the crime to the interviewer

but do not provide accurate information concerning the fact that they knew who
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the offender was The data in Table 12 do not Show any support for this pos-

sibility, however. If the police records are correct with regard to whether

the suspect is known to the victim or not known, then the survey elicited

the correct response in 52. Pere _eof the cases that the police said in-

volved persons known to the victim. The survey elicited the correct response

in 58 percent of the cases that police data show involved a stranger. The

differences in survey inaccuracies are not sufficiently great to conclude

that victims intentionally fail to tell the interviewer that they wee ac-

quainted with the suspect. Again, it should be emphasized that the gehaie
4 4

lack of agreement between t xe two sets of data casts on the reliability

of this ion.

Other Characteristics of Surf =cts

The victimi ation data did not.d l.ffer much from pol.idet7iacerds i teens

the average

offenders (Tab

tweet; 1_ and, 19 yea

suspect

were no

'
_ rispeets, the number of offendes, or iAlesex of

.t4e

The average age, frorit both-sources
. .

of,ata, was be-
...

.i. ,

.1

re 1.
f

) , .

end both indicated that:approximately i_ perbent of
t,

male (Acet t ere lunknown.):- 'There

nformation ab ender. None of the

-

surv- Are iden d as males by the police and.

,

_d as fern
'--:

J

be i t t tt vey and police data

/,generall provide I r latl:ag- or _eyals of the characte st c ,of

x.._

offenders even though. h tial'case-by _ disagreement between

,
, 1

two sources especially onthecra .the suspect And the relationship

tetween mod; the 'victim. The'implication of this either
P
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TABLE 12.

OFFENDER KNOWN OR STRANGER

_ran er

POLICE

Total

SURVEY

Stranger 25 6 16 47

Known 2 13 9 24

No Data 16 6 119

Total 43 25 144 212

Total Agreement 157/212 = 74%

Agreement Excluding No Data Category 38/93 = 41%

61



TABLE 13.

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF SUSPECTS

54

Survey Police

Age of Suspect
1

(x) 18.2 18.7

Ntber of Suspects (ii) 1.8 1.6

Percent of all incidents with
male identified as suspect

30% 30%

includes estimated age of youngest and oldest suspects.
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source of informatio *ould provide about the same dewcription of uspec

However, if one wishedto analyze correlates of offender characteristics,.

there are two problems* The first is that one or the other source of

contains considerble case-by-case error (or both have considerable error)

which could produ'pedifferent results from the analysis dependent upon which

data set was used. I, the error is random, then the strength of association

would be diminished, but the results should be the same regardless of whether

one conducted the analysis on survey data or on police data.

Analysis of Differences

The data shown in Table 14 provide information on whether differences

betwee0 survey and police descriptions of offenders are attributable to memory

loss or distortion as well as information on whether certain types of victims

systematically make certain types of errors.

Positive correlations between the absolute amount of differences and the

e lag, net telescoping, or age of the victim would constitute indirect evi-

dence that differences are at least partially attributable to memory loss or

distortion and, therefore, represent errors in the survey data. Again, there

is no evidence of this from the Portland data. The amount of time that elapsed

between the crime and the interview is not significantly correlated with dif-

ferences between the two sources of data. This indicates that respondents'

recollections were lust as accurate (or inaccurate) for distant events as

for recent ones. Persons who made more errors in recall of the correct date

for the crime (net telescoping) are not characterized by greater differences

in data about suspects. Mo_ ver, the age of the victim is not correlated

significantly with the magnitude of diffe ences between survey and police

data.
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TABLE 14.

CORRELATES OF ABSOLUTE AMOUNT OF CORRELATES (IFDIRECTION OF DIFFERENCES IN

DIFFERENCES IN OFFENDER CRARACTERISTICS1 11COLLICTIC4OUT OFFENDER CHARACTERISTICS

U

autumn OP
VICTIMS AND RESPONDENTS Nv 6

Time lig from incident

to interview

Net telescoping

Age

Seriousness of crime

(survey estimate)

Seriousness of crime

(police estimate) .

Rice (Omblack; INhite)

Sex (04emale; lmale)

Education

S

-.12

-.16

-.00

_,30*

-,20

.15

.35*

.21

Positive attitudes

toward police

*

P < .05

NA

046 043 Ng35 N36j46

-.21 -.02 .13 -.11 -.08

-.19 -.36 .08 -.13 -.06

.19 -402 .26 -.06 .07

0

.03 -.08 -.05 -.08 .13

.03 -.07 .09 -.06 '.13

-.06 -.06 .11 .06 -.12

-.19 -.09 .13 06 -,19
4

-.06 .10 -.08 ,.04 .01

.09 .02 -.16 NA -.09

0

4

04)_ N 5

-.07 .10

.07 -.06

-.13 .06

.07 -.02

.02 -.23

-.14 -.02

.04 -.18

-.15 -:06

-.13 .07

1

Positive correlations mean that a higher score on the characteristic is related to greater error (differ-

ences between the survey and police data), An asterisk indicates the correlation coefficient is signifi-

cant at the .05 level.

2

-Fositive'correlations mean that higher scores on the characteristic listed on the left are related to the

survey data "over-reporting" (or the police data "under-reportingu) the characteristics of offenders listed

across the top. An asterisk means the correlation is significant at the .05 level.
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proposition that was tested concerns whether he survey and police

information about offenders is more accurate (_.q., more similar) for serious

crimes than for leas serious °nes. One might propose that some of the dif-

te between survey and police information are attributable to the tendon-

cy of victim o forget information about trivial crimes more rapidly than they

forget information about serious crimes. The latter, being more salient, should

be recalled with greater precision. The data in Table 14 provide very weak

Support for the proposition. The seriousness of the crime as measured from

the survey data and from the data is significantly correlated with only

one of the eight types of error at the .05 level. The negative relationship

0) between survey f crime seriousness and errors in race of

the suspect indicate that more serious crimes tend to be characterized with

fewer errors.

Characteristics of the victim generally are not correlated with the

amount bf error, but there is one exception to the pattern. Crime incidents

involving men are characterized by more differences between polide and survey

'information about the race of the suspect. It should be emphasized,

that 36 different relationships were tested. Using the .05 silnifica

level, one would expect to find one or two statistically significant correla-

tions by chance alone. Thus, substantive sigrcficcancf, should not attri-

buted to the silnificant;correl- ions in Table 14 unless they are repliCated

in other studies.

The data in Table 14 also show correlation coefficents between selected

independent variables and the direction of differences in survey and police

information. There are two major purposes for examining correlates of the

0

direction of the differences in police and survey data concerning offender

characteristics. The first is to determine whether the time lag between the



crime and t n _
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date is associated with memory distortion concerI

offender characteristics.

this Indic that survey information about suspects does not become dim-

n, there are no _iglficant correlational

torted as a function of time lag.

The icond major purpose is determine whether certain characteristics

of the incident or the offender are associated with systematic differences

intWeellPOLUIP and survey information. This is of interest persons who

might be using survey data to test propositions' involving o ender types and

any of the independent variables shown in the-table. For example, one MiYht

test, the proposition that younger offenders commit less serious crimes than

older offenders. if this were tested and a significant correlation obtained

from survey data, one would have to consider the possibility that victims

underestimate the seriousness of an offense it

person, or, conversoiy, t Y,,it vic ms over

as a direct function of ttrr e rie,cir4,ss of t he cr _

coiamitted by a younger

imate the age of the offenders

Another example would

be a study in which the --..archer used survey data to test

that younger victims

younger offenders. If su

proposition

more art tc _ he involved in cri. mes, perpetrated by

found for the pro- one would have

to consider whether e,i not victims tend to distort he age of suspected

offenders to be closer to th it own age.

however, r

the and ch,

incident.

Th
nt correlat ions between

_eristics of the victim or the crime

Art ivit es of Victims and Police

The victimization survey included ,iuestions on

to prevent the

_ the victim tried

or there we rez other persons who saw or heard what
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ing, how long it took the police to arrrive lif they

police did after they arrived.

Very little it known about the ecruraey of virt im re nsee to q ions

Of this type. One could speculate that victims m will cover- report the amount

effort exerted to prevent the crime in order provide the inte viewer

with icily accepted response. There are no particular reasons to

believe that survey resprondentrs would misstate or

other perrs+one, but it is pommible that laytrer

in determining who ire a witness than the police would. Tt n-

ie. the presence of

lenient "rules"

able to expect victims tt eiveref

police officers to arrive at the s' ne of

idea that time t_11) jei

amount

C

uired for

clue to the generally accepts+,

situations

than is actually the case. It al ..o tll to expect that survey data

would provide under mates .--

activities undertaken by the

very astute observer ref what the poll,-

types of act v t he

their irrrories. irri the other

ex or they could e tt.iin type of thinc., As "Investigation"

police accouritX--of the number of

.r they .arrive. Victims may not

they may t( ment ON certain

h 1!: 11-en lek1 an.1 not lo

1,1, n" 1x,1 ce

1 to

overstate their v-

differently than the vic°ttm.

topics are 'Shown in Table t 1

re; _ imlice and survey data on these

A considerable air urlt ,_it ment ex i it ,, be tw and i

hut there

was a slight tendency for the t..irvey re,1 ndents to ovOrreport their .actin

records concerning whether t1.- Attemited if -pry

ities (or the police Inder t opor t t horn') fitteen inciclentc in which

the police data showed that the victim attempted some tyre of self-protection,

only four were "missed"'hy the 5u- ey There were, however, twelve victims



who told the interviewer that they tried to protect themselves, but the police

report did not indicate that they did. Nevertheless, there is agreement

between the two sources of information on 92 percent of the incidents. Even

when incidents that occurred in the absence of the victim are excluded, there

84 percent agreement between the two sources of data.

A similar level of agreement was found concerning the presence or absence

of witnesses (Table 16). Most cases did not involve any known witnesses and

both sources of,data provided similar estimates of the proportion of cases

which had and did not have witnesses. There is some disagreement, howevert'

concerning exactly which cases involved Witnesses. Of the 41 incidents that

police records show involved witnesses, 24 (59 percent) were attributed in

a similar way by the survey'data.' Of the 44 cases that the s tey respondents

said involved witnesses, there were twenty which the pollee records showed

involved no witnesses.

.Survey respondents consistently overestimated the amount of time-before

the police arrived (Table 17), or the police underestimated it. Thert were

AO
only two _u vey respondents who estimated the time to be shorter than ;ghat

poilice records showed. Almost half the respondents estimated the time within

fifteen minutes of the estimate given on the police report, and the other half

of the respondents said that the time was at lea fifteen minutes longer

than indicated by the police report.

The data in Table 18 indicate that the survey respondents recalled a

13
Eller number of police activities than shown in police records. should

be noted that the survey respon were to an open-ended question concerning

what the police did after they arrived. Virtually all of the other survey

data analyzed in this research were obtained from direct rather than open-ended

questions. It is possible that the undere i--t'on ,police activities is



TABLE 15.

VICTIM SELF-PROTECTIVE ACTIVITIES

POLICE

No Ye$ UK, NA to

SURVEY

NO 71 3 0 74

Yes 12 11 0 23

UK, NA 1 109 110

Totals 15 109 207

Total Agreement 191/207 .92%

AgTeem nt Excluding Unknowns 82/98 = 84%
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TABLE 1

PRESENCE OF WITNESSES

POLICE

SURVEY

None 151 17 168

Some 20 24 44

Totals . 171 41 212

Total Agreement = 83%

vs,



TABLE 17.

POLICE RESPONSE TIME

SURVEY ESTIMATE N

Shorter than police record

S me police ( ithin 15 minutes) 75 48

Survey 15 minutes longer 45 29

Survey 45 minutes longer 15 10

Survey 90 minutes longer

Survey 2 to 5 hours longer 12

Survey 6 to 15 hours longer 5

No data (57)
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TABLE 18.

POLICE ACTIVITIES

Survey Data:
Number of Police Activities:

* Police Data: Number of Police

Activities

0 1 2 4 Totals

0: 24 2 0 1 30 14%

1: 1 86 45 2 142 67%

2: 0 15 16 2 34 16%

0 l 4 I 6 3%

4: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0%

Totals: 4 126 67 11 4 212

2% 59% 32% 2%

Survey x = 1.08
Total Agreement = 50%

Police ;c = 1.46
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the o -ended question, nd that ,direct ituiries concernin-1

the plilice "warned the often "."/Atored o

offender" and so on would have, result

being reporte4 in the

The amount and di

witnesses, and pdlic w

I

ted

k

concerning

'and the results a- shown in Table -19.

tiros,

electetV independt variables

Incidents that occurred further in the pelt contained no e absolute

error than 'recent ones, but the more distant events were charad'terized by

an underreporting of the presence of witnesses. Individuals who made more

error in recall of the date made more errors in recall of victim activities

.22) but fewer errors in recall of police activities (r = -.14). Older

persons were more inclined than younger ones to underestimate the presence

of witnesses, but otherwise age was not significantly correlated with either

the amount nor the direction of differences. The seriousness of the c

(police estimate) was not associated either with the amount nor direction

error. The survey estimate of crime seriousness, however, was significantly

related to police activities,indicating the possibility that victims whose

reports to interviewers resulted in higher seriousness scores tended to under-

estimate police activities.

Incidents involving men were more subject to erfors concerning'the amount of

victim activity to prevent the crime, but there is no indication that men sys-

tematically overreport the amount of activity to the interviewer. The cot.-

*

relation between race and the errors in information concerning the presence

or absence of a witness indicates that there were rra re errors in incidents

involving whites than blacks, but there is no consistent direction to the

differences.



TABLE 19.

VICTIM AND POLICE ACTIVITIES

0
0

0
A

A >
0 A
04)

4

Correlates of Error:

Amount

)44

0
0

0 0 0
U 0 0

M 0 0
0 0 00
m c 'H ai 0
W H o E

N 3 N 1:4 P

U)

0
.1

0
0 A
U P
ATI
A 0
00
N 4

Direction Of Error:

Survey Respondents "Over-Report"

4.1

0
0 0

0 W W
0 0 m 0 V

5 T.1 c o 0 0 0 A
,A > 0 0 00 0)
4J A 0 0 A a (1 A A
0 P W4)
A 0 W A 0 A 0 0
> 4 al 3 N P 11 4

Characteristic

r

N-95

r

N-136

r

N-152

r

N475

r

N-95

r

N-136 N,152 N-175

Time lag from incident to

interview
.08 -.04 -.02 -.03 -.04 -.18* -.03 .06

Net telescoping .22* .01 .04 -.14* .08 -.05 .02 .04

Age ,03 ,11 -.04 , .03 -.05 -.15* -.07 -.09

Seriousness of event (survey) .01 .10 -.09 , .04 -.01 .12 -.05 -.13*

Seriousness of event (police) -.00 .06 -.02 .02 -.01 .03 .01 .09

Race (0=b1ack; lvohite) .03 -.19* -.04 -.02 =.02 .06 -.09

Sex (Q male; Imale) .1 .05 -.05 .09 .08 4 .00 -.18**

Education -.07 .13 .03 .02 -.06 .08 -.05 .03

Positive attitude toward

police
.00 -.02 -.06 -.14 -.15* -.10 .15*

*p<.05 **P<.01

'U
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The relationships betwee attitudes toward the police and all four of

the variables representing direction of error are quite suggestive even though

only two of the correlations are statistically significant. The correlations,

although weak, suggest that persons who have negative attitudes toward the

police underestimated Police activities, overestimated the length of time

before the police arrived, overestimated the presence of a witness, and over-

estimated the exten of their own activity, The general syndrome suggested

from these data is that people with negative attitudes accentuated their own

activities (and perhaps those of witnesses) in preventing the crime and down-

graded the role of the police.

All of the analysis in this section focussed on differences in informa-

tion found on the

suggests that d f

..)01 ce report anc ,irvey interview form. The evidence

in inform=ation were not, with a few exceptions,

attributable to memory loss or ( and, for the part, were not

correlated with virtitn characteristics. This provides some assurance to those

who use survey data that, when respondents provide answers to certain questions

the answers are relatively unL,tcfatrd and, with some exceptions, are generally

valid indications of what huipentd. The converse also is true: if police

departments have recoi -,dures as good as those in Portland, Oregon,

then the researcher can be relatively confident that the information rded

by the pplice is a valid indication of what happened-.

Respondents in the survey, however, may forget information (or not wish

to tell the interviewer bou and can answer interviewers question by

saying that they do not know the answer. "Don't know" responses to the

(2)W

late

the absence of intormation on the

rom tIs analy!; in this Hection

arm Were

treater_ it Ines 111 -
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PART IV.

ANALYSIS -F "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSES

Four questions will be considered in his s

To what extent does the frequency of " t know" responses in survey

data increase as the amount of tithe increaso tetween the crime and the inte

view? If there is a positive relationship between longer time lags and the

frequency of don't know responses, then this is evidence that survey data

not be as complete as police data as that longer recall periods exacerbate

the problem.

2. To what extent do person r- who maY, error 1'; in recall of the date tend

D give don't know answers to the= intery It was shown previously that

incidents containing errors in1the dates were no more likely than other in

dents contain d ent deta Is in the police data, but it may be that

persons who err on the date give don't know responses on many of the deta

3. Are trivial crimes more likely than se

know responses _ the inte=rviewer

Are certain types of victims m--- likely to provide don't know

answers than other types of victims?

Two dependent variables were devel 2d for the, analyse The first

-)iis ones to result in don

involves incide = =nts in which the

whereas the survey had no

refused, or simply no en .1f

A had information about the event,

_ all (originally coded as don't know,

V tYI) The second dependent variable

involves incidentii in which the -iurvey h information, but the police report

did not.

The information elemel inCiuded in Lh "don't know" scales are: (a)

tithe- of day when the 'dent occurred: whether the offender ectual ly
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got in; (c) hOw many offenders; youngest and oldest age of offender

(e) whether the offender was known or a stranger; (f) race of the offender;

(g) whether the offender had a weapon; (h) the total dollar loss from the

crime.

Re s u the Analysis

The results are shown in Table 20. Positive correlations would

indicate that higher values on the predictor variables are related to the

police report contal on that is missing frr the survey data. The

interpretation would be that the information was available when the police

investigated the incident but was forgotten by the time of the survey inter-

view or was intentionally suppressed during the interview.

The amount of time that elapsed between the crime and the interview is

not correlated significantly the frequency of don't know responses. This

finding is consistent with the analysis in previous sections which showed

that the quality of information about the __ me does not decline within a

12-m: th recall period. Persons who made more errors in recallinMhe date

of the crime co- net telescoping) are slightly less apt to provide

ion to the intt t-viewer even though the police record shows that they

give the information to the police. This an indication that persons who

make errors variable--date of

that they provided to the

that errors 1
the date wet e

other informcit iori

the interviewer they On

during the survey

The survey estimate of et ime

incident - -tube to forget information

The analysis in previous sections suggested

lated with error (difference) on most

horo indicates that respondents tell

know the antiwer rather than _ricating an answer

rir le -'an ly related to

don't know rearerrr io:i in the ;trt vey data, hit the estimate
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TABLE 20.

CORRELATES OF POLICE HAVING INFORMATION WHERE SURVEY RESPONSE

IS "DON'T KNOW", BY CRIME TYPE FOR MATCHED CASES

(Pearson Correlations)

All Crimes
(N2O3)

Property Crimes
(N=181)

Personal crimes

(N=16)

Time Lag from Incident
to Interview

.02 .00 -.33

Net Telescoping .14* -.08

Age .10 .13* -.02

Seriousness (Survey) 26t* -.25** -.26

Seriousness (Police) -.10 -.06

Race (0=blac 1-whtt .06 .08

Sex (0 female; 1 =male) -.09 .07

Education .03 .21

Positive Attitude 7 -(1 .03 -.06

Police

P .05

** P .01

/' Too few respondon to analyzo
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based on police data is not. If both estimates of riousnoss were correlated

negatively, at a significant level, wieh the dependent variable', one could

conclude that respondents r(imembr h.tails dent serious incidents better than

about trivial ones. The fact thayonly the survey estimate of ser usness is

signifiiantly relate, +-II, ii ir t know responses, however, suggestthat some

persons lid not tell the,pol ce about certain characteristics of the crime

related to its seriousness (such ,as whether a weapon was present or not),

the police did not recnrd it, or thy indiv dual later fabricated the informa-

tiontor one reason or anotherdurin, the interview.

The only other significart correlAtion in the table indicates that older

vic_ims were mory likely rsan you ne to , vi the interviewer a "don't

know" response even though the poli-o had the lntrerrnation Tn their report-

The dependent vatiO:b- is Table 2 1 ts a score representing the frequency

nt a situation where the ;,)11,-, records , d not have the informAtion whereas

the survyy ontained I situation could occur if respondeni*r;

"made Lip" something for the inteiviewe_r, it t hi police tailed to record the

in ormation, or it ii ii h I I III it tell the pot

t`Vi`,11(.ki t 11(- Mit r lii t I ') }It' I rt ,./ V l`WO'r

a About it but later

Thr t it 1 1, Ii iiiit ,,! il-111ti!, the .11', lava I )

between the survey-based estimate o 1 eriousness and absence of data on the

poi Ica ft'''1I. Nvi i n, t II. I t't pr at it I II t [fl t ;I plausible s that

the' ";11 vay F.1Ic1.Ilt aia t ill in (a111.1t iii tee liii I nt i`rt,'14`WIII- that

the 11 hilt I /it "i 11 IP it I vi till I lit Ie. ire-u trite 4(1 t lie

d I tIe tt/I t he. 1.4.11 I,1' Ii i 1 i . it 't I ! .

I I t )111 hell t I t - I t l a l i 4 I , I I I I Jill I t - Iii It t ,1,10,, t ,maa,

tii, i.e-1 .111+1 ! I t I ! ho M ii A' (p A Associated with don't know
4

II"qq.11'..". In he ! hi. )t hi', I ne I t ht. II I tit nit ion.
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TABLE-2I.

CORRELATES OF SURVEY HAVING INFORMATION WHERE POLICE INFORMATION

IS "DON'T KN OW BY CRIME TYPE FOR MATCHED CASES

(Pearson Co _a ion5)

All Crimes
(N=2031

Property Crimes Personal Crimes
(N=181) (N16)

Time Lag from Incident
to intervi-

Net Telesdo nq

A-e

Seriousness (Survey)

Seriousness (Pol ce)

Race (O black; 1=whi

Sex (0=tuma1e; 1 male)

Educat r

Positive Attitude To
Police

* p .05

Only one k r p!;pondont

.0r) . 4 0

-.12

.21

-.01 .14

-.14 -.15 74/

-.00 -.01 -.14

-.03 36

.32
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v ctimization data can b oLt ainol hy 111
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re on f he ina 1 ii of

the Port land study (not it t he mAt -ho in iin t .,ct

vi,Atiml?Ittmns freom

tei shown in Table

22, the time lay between when IlL tit et view , t I at. t,, 1
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TABLE 22.
4 ,

CORRELATES OF DON'T KNOW RESPONSES BY CRIME TYPE

(Pearson Correlations)

All Crimes
(N=972)

Property Crimes
(N=776)

Personal Crimes
(N=134)

Time Lag between Incident
and Survey Interview

.01

Seriousness .19 -.04 -.28**

Positlive Attitude. Toward
.04 .02 -.01

Police ot

Age -, .08*

Race (0=black 1=wftite) .02 -.05

Sex (0=ema1e; 1=male) -.07* -.Q6* -.13

Education .05* .03 .06

*P <

**p .001



3. Older.victims:are

know responses to theAnt _

y than youngixipp

but the relaikonship is

strong a should haVe

given d

specially

impact on tPie quay he victimiza-



PART V.

AN ANALYSIS OF TELL SCOPING IN' VICTIMIZATION SURVYODATA

One of the mayor difficulties inasuring the frecialicy Of events with

general population surveys is that survey respondents tend-to provide inac-

curate information on the actual date of the event. The problem is exacer-

./

bated if errors in recollection are-not randomly dietributed around the

actual dater The authors of Surveying Crime note that there is a strongly

.held belief, but little empirical evidetie that tplescoping _fcrime events

predominantly forward rather than backward, (National Research Council,

1976). Forward telescoping occurs when the respondent recalls t event

as having,taken plade ecently than it actually did; backward fele-

scoping refers to misplacement of the event towards a more distant date

[

than when it actually occurred. For surveys that use a specified recall

period (such as 12 months) there are two additional characteristics of

a

telescoping:
#

1. External telescoping occurs when the respondent either "pulls an

_

incident into the t4elve month recall period that actually occurtibd prior to

the most distant month in the pAll period external ward telescoping)/

espondent places' dent outside of the twelve 'month recall

period'which actually occu ithin it (external backward telescoping). One

method-of solving the external forward telescoping problem is to use bounded

'interviews. The sample for bounded interviews is a panel of respondents who
0 f"

are interviewed at 1645 twice. Crimes recall the second inte -im that

had previously been reported in the first interview are eliminated. This

procedure yields a more accurate e to of the victimization rate for the

period that elapsed between the first and second interviews.

2. Internal telescoping occurs when the respondent either "pulls" the
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incident closer to the interview date from a time period within the proper

recall period (internal forward telescoping), or the respondent places the

incident farther back into the recall period (internal backward telescoping).

Telescoping creates several problems for those who use unbounded surveys.

1. The amount of crime that actually occurred in the recall period will

be overestimated if telescoping is predominantly forward rather than backward.
Ii

This occurs because a greater number of events are pulled into the recall

period than are telescoped backward out of

The pattern of crime revealed by the survey data will be inaccurate

if certain, types of crimes are telescoped to a greater extent than other

types. For example, if serious crimes are more apt to be telescoped forward

than trivial ones, then the survey data will overestimate crime seriousness.

The actual estimate is further confounded by the fact that some respondents;

forget crimes or for : the _asons fail to reveal them to the interviewer

3. The distribution of crimes or crime seriousness among different -dub-

sets of the population will be reflected inaccuratell iii survey data if

there are differences among the victims in relation to their telescoping pa

terns. For example, if older --rsons are more apt to fd telescope

younger persons, then the- 'survey will overestimate the proportion of vi

izations against the elderly, other things being equal.

The purpose of this section is to describe and analyze the tescoping

patterns of Portland survey respondents whose crimes were found in Portland

Police Department records.

es on of Tele copin

4 summary of the telescoping pattern is presented in Table Y3. Tl'ables

in Appendix C show the detailed distribution of forward and backwyd tele-
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coping, by type of crime, for respondents whose incidents were matched in

Police files and for which dates were available.) Of the 203 incidents for

which dates were availab3A, 49:Ter

ohe in which the inciden CUrred.

e placed in a month other than the

By crime type, larcenies tended to be

telescoped with greater frequency than other types of crime; 59 scento

the matched larcenies were telescoped, compared with one-half the assa

45 percent of the 1lTglaries and aut.thefts, and 44, percent of the person

crimes.

The mist telescoping coefficients (shown in row 2 of Table 23) -a ize

the strength and direction of telescoping. (These were computed by the

'P
formula NT where P = number of events telescoped .forward and Q =

number of-events telescoped backward.) A positive valup inOicates that, of ,

those who telescoped, there was a net tendency for events to be telescoped
1-

_

forwardl a negative value indicates a net tendency toward backward telescoping.
--,_ i
ThuSI i_all crimes, there was a net tendency for 18 percent of the events

o- e forward telescoped; for larcenies this tendency increased to 33 percent,

while for burglaries net forward telescoping' wasfonly 7 per

The net months telescoped (row 3 of Table 23) was calculated by s

the ave e'number of Months that events were backward telescoped

events) from the average (weighted) number of months that

_ telescdped: Thus, for all crimes the net average tele

the d;-for larcenies was 4.41 months forward,-

vjrage telescoping was only .49/months forward.

into the recall period 5__ 5 he propor-

/
toping observed in these data. Si inter

d ran from mayvto A:guS-t, 1 :74, these figures were calbulated separ-

evieviiitd in each month. The monthly figures obtqinedately for Yespopden_s

4
were then weighted by the number of cases

a

the four interview months



TABU 23.

PORTLAND DATA

All

Crimes Larceny Burg
Auto

y Theft Assault Personal

Percentage of Respondents
Telescoping °

Net Telescoping
forward; - = backward)

Not Mcinths Telescoped
(4-"* forward; backward)

Percenta Crimes Pulled
into R a 1 eriod (Weighted
averag by interview month)

Numbet, of Cases

49%

.18 0

2.24

11%

203

59%

4.41

22%

61

45%

.07

.49

8%

100

45%

.11

3.00

10%

20

50%

.00

17

0%

12

44% -

.14

7

0%

16

*Assault, Rape, Robbery

"0-
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anil aver#ged to obtain these.overall figures. Consistent with the patterns

described above, larcenies were most subject to external forward telescoping

(22 percent ofmatched larcenies were externally forward telescoped), while

personal crimes were not subjec all to external forward telescoping.

For comparative purposes, Able 24 presents-similar summary statistics

calculated, for the San Jose data. Although less telescoping is present in

'these data, a somewhat similar pattern emerges. For all crimes there is again

a net tendency toward forward telescoping, and by crime type larcenies display

the highest incidence of telescoping.

The fact that there was more forward telescoping the Portland data

probably attributable to differences in the two studies. The San Jose inci-

dents were drawn from police records and were all within the twelve month

reca liod. Thus, the study design used in San Jose precluded the po 1-

bility &f external forward telescoping whereas Portland study did not.

-jor interest pe_rtains to the mag ude of external forward

nar forward telescoping is produced bytelescb and tcP-wh

the "cues" lOunding

n the previous twelve months.

TO'common assumption is that

-fort to obtAn only the events that 6cur d

ay telescope events just across

the boundary into the proper recall peri d producing, an a rn3lly high number

'(or percentage) of events in the mo onth or two of the recall

It should be noted that the Portlan urvey instrument differed

0

Islighely from the one used in the LEAA city s veys in that the respondent's

recall of the'date of the crime is more of

by LEAA. The LEAA instrument prefaces the

' free (choice" question than used

es on with a statement the
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TABLE 24.

SAN JOSE DATA

Percentage of Respondents
Telescoping

Net Telescoping
(1- = forward; - = backward)

Net Months Telescoped
= forward; backward)

Number of Cases

All
Cr4mes Larceny Burglary Rape Assault Robbery

,

41% 47% 38% 34% 34% 46%

.10 -.07 -.06 .20 38

.53 .25 .31 .80_ .75 1.00

265 59 85 2 35 57
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respondent has already said the incident occurred within the past twelve

months and then asks for the exact date. The Portland survey instrument did

not remind the respondent of what the proper recall period was except on the

first parts of the screening questions. he date was not requested until

much later in the survey and no cues about the "right" recall period were

used. Thus, it may be the case that respondents to the LEAA surveys are more

inclined to "intentionally" pull incidents just across the boundary into the
bit

recall period than ,,respondents to the Portland survey.

To test the boundary effect in the Portland area, the percentage of

victimization incidents that were pulled into the recall period when the full

_11 months were used was calculated along with the percentage that

pul nto the recall period when eleven months of Were used; .ten months;

and so on. In a sense, hypothetical recall periods of eleven months, ten

Imonths,

ne months, and so n have been constructed. If the proportion of

incidents telescoped into the recall period when the full twelve months is

used is substantially greater than for eleven months, ten months, nine months,

and so on, one could conclude that there is cleally a "boundary" effect. That

is, respondents would seem to have intentionally pulled the Inweent just

dross the boundary in order for it to be "counted" in the data.

Figure 1 portrays the proportionof events externally telescoped into

the twelve month recall period, the hypothetical eleven month rec iod,

4 \

the ten month period, and so on for the Portland data. The gdnerally downward

slope suggests that the proportion of events in the recall period that are ,

telescoped into it decreased as the recall period-beComps longer. The impli-

cation from the Portland data is that the use of unbounded short recall per-

iods (less than six months) could result in the survey overestimating victim-

ization by 20 to 25 percent.
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Tho San Jose oases were drawn from police files and all,were within the twelve ionth recall period, Ibusi

there was no extenal telescoping into the twelvt month recall pert



There is no subStanttaj vide from Piqure 1 that respondents -n

III ly pulled events just across the twelve mo nth boundary. 1f this were the

case, one would expect external . p ng to be

month than what observed in ttu

The pAtIgn externat'f ard telenr-orini

shown in FiquiPe 2. It is quite simi

the amount i so t

irked in the twelfth

n the.Sa study

Portland pattern except that

Thi , again, is a tr'

San Jose crime victims included OR the, ,survey had h

to the fact that

victimized within

lve month _ 1--- od0 thus ludinq external forward

of events that red pr tor to ye :nth timespan. (The

in Figures l alir r T, .1

Correl, err. of Teles

-iping

used

The n Ar and in_rnAl) in the

PottLand data at tear s to ltnear t nnotiOn of the amount of time that

n th ir r V 1 Ow they Crinlo ovt nt. lileaVerage, the'

expe Mount crt t 4-0 .')1X

c f months of forward telescoping the number of months

interview anti t t, 26-717 6 ct Imo vent_

Several characterist-

rmtne whether certain

forward

lumber

eLn the

in, and otfen o examined in order

victims are no

',h0W6 r 11 Table 26,

likely to pu11 the date

_imp la between

the crime and the interview -the ejnly variable w 11-4nylaubstan explan-

atory power for fc sward tE li'sropinq. The victim's age, race, .and educatipna1

background wer pattern. The some Indica-

.

Lion that? en forward telex ]cl to a-lesser degree than women for property,

1 not vory hc-imes. .But the correlari- n
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TABLE 2S,

EXTERNAL TELESCOPING PATIFRNS

Number of ,

nth! MVII Ambit Percent Corre0 Reported Number Percent COrreC

1911 ullog In Tilled Tn Wet Tr Motth Pu1led.ln Puna In h*

PORTLAND
SAN JOSE

Number

3

4

61 11 21 48 81 11 14 70

78 15 1
108 4 18 17 90

5 92 20 22 72 128 18 . 14 'i 110

6
105 19 18 86 155 .20 1) 135

7 121, 19
. 16 102 i71 20 11 157

.
,

8 134 19 '),4 ;- 115 199 17' 1 182

9 151 19 3 I 14 , 214! 12 6 202

in 1W 19 141 21? 11 5 221

11 176 14 !

157 241
*
5 42

218

i

11 192 21
161

441

*ere Y

e
4F. Y .1 22,24 1,11X r 1 -.96

pilled" In X r; nartet of months in the recall period)
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TABLE 26.,

CORRELATES OF FORWARD AND BACKWARD TELESCOPING .

BY CRIME TYPE FOR MATCHED CASES1

(Pearson Correlations)

Characteristic
All Crimes
(N=203)

Property Crimes
(14=181)

Personal CrimeS
(N=16)

Time between=i 'dent and
interview

Positive attitude toward
'police

Age

Race (0= ladle; 1=white)

Sex (0=female; 1=male)

Education

Seriousness

.00,

-.06

-.08

-.10

-.01

-.11

.70**

.02

-.06

.11

-.13*

.04

-.08

.03

-.31

.33

7171

, -.21

-.08

.03

.05

**P < .001

7171 Only one black respondent

1
Positive correlations mean that higher scores on the characteristic
related to forward telescoping; negative correlations mean that lower scores
on the characteristic are related to forward telescoping. For example, for
all crimes longer time between the incident and the interview is strongly
related to forward telescoping.
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The i fa/cation of thelack of relationship between forward telescoping

and vict .characterist cs.is that survey victimization data apparently should

.
1

provid an,aceurate portrayal of.the distribUtion of crime among population

u-- If some types of Victims (the elderly, for example) forward tele -.

scope more than others, then the survey.data would contain too many incident

fob the group that forward telescopes.

Correlates of'Foroettin

It is poS.9-ible, of course,. that some typespf victims "forget" crimes

quickly than others. A forwards records cheek cannot be used to measure

forgetting,.but indirect evidence can be used to examine the question of

wheth forgetting varies with characteristics of the victim or the offense.

The major assumption,underlying the approach is that all -victims are

equally likely to have been victimized during each month of the recall period.

If so, then there should be no re).ationshipbetween victim characteristics

and,the number of months that the victim recalls having elapsed since the

crime occurred. This type of &nalysis is illustrated in Figure 3 using victim

age as the independent variable. If victims - regardless of age--are equally

likely to be victimized in each month of the recall period and if their age

u _elated.to forgettingland to forward telescoping,' then the pattern shown by

the dotted line in Figure 3 should be found. However, if older v Alms are

victimized throughout the recall period in the same iay as younger onesfibUt

if they are more apt to forget the more distant victimizations or moreapt to

forward telescope; then a pattern similar, to that shown by fhe solid line

should be found. This pattern would show that,older victims a ear to have

experienced most of their victimizations within the mostrecent month or two,

but the pattern also could mean, that older persons forget the more distant

events to a greater extent than younger, or that they forward telescope more.



RPRETING

FIGURE 3.

IAI'Or0- S OF INDIRECT TEST FOR FORGETTING AND TELESCOPIN

Victim Age

solid line wouldjndicate that older victims recalled that their victimizations occurred more

recently than did younger victims. The dotted line suggests that victim age is not related to when

the person'recalls the crime having occurred.



The de-
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this analysis consist of all victimizations reported to

interviewers in the 1974 survey rather than only those that were found in

the forweid records check.

As, shown in Table 27, most characteristics of victims were not related

to'the victim's recollection of how recently the crime occurred. There is a

weak but" statistically significant

more positive attitudes toward the 'police were victimized more receily than

persona with negative attitudes. If the assumption stated abOve a c rect

then this relationship suggests that persons with positive attitudes were more

orrelation suggesting that persons with

apt to forget crimes that occurred in the most distant months of the recall

period or more apt to forward telescope. Conversely, persons with negative'

attitudes were somewhat more likely to remember incidents and/or, less apt to

forward telescope.

TI-4 seriousness Of tfie crime notnot relate4,to the time lag. This is

somewhat surprising since one Would anticipate that the more trivial crimes

occurring in the distant months would be forgotten at a greater rate than the

serious ones. This would have resulted in the less serious crimes being pre-

dominantly bunched into the more recent months of the recall period.
0-

There is some evidence that persons with more years of education tended

to recall that personal i --A committed against them were mbre recent.

In genera , however, the evidence is that most characteristics of the

the offense 4id not influence the distributionvictim and the seriousness

crimes within the recall period. This constitutes tentative and indirect

evidence that forgetting and forward telescoping patterns do not differ sys-

temat calla with the characteristics of the victims or the seriousness of the
4

offense.

Another potential confounding factor in survey data analysis involves



correlated error_ person _ forward telescope also overestimate

undere crime seriousness, overreport underreport) victim activity,

overestimate underestimate) police response time and so on, then unbounded

survey data will contain aggregate-level error about characteristics of the
1

events. To test,for this, the amount of fo d telescoping was correlated

h the direction of differences between police and survey details about the

(The dependent variable is the same difference score used in previ-

ous sections. It is calculated by subtracting the'police score on the vari-

able from the survey scbre.)

The results (Table 28) indicate that forward telescopers made more errors

in recall of victim activities and that most these were overreporting the

extent of victim self - protection. Oth there are no statistically qig-

nificant correlations at the'.05 level. Even though the corFelations are

' not statistically significant, the relationships between forward telescoping

and all four of the charac Of suspects should be viewed with some

concern. The analysis suggests the-4ossibility that incidents which were

forward telescoped were characterized by overreporting of the suspect as

black (in the survey data), overreporting that the suet was known to the

victim, an underestimate of the number of offenders involved and an overesti-

mate of their ages.

The direction of telescoping is e of a pr -lbm in unbounded sdrveys

than the amount of telescoping because the forMer will result in to many

(or few) events being recalled thin the proper time frame whereas the

amount telescoping simply introduces randomly distributed error in the

data. It is possible, however, that certain characteristics of victims or

offenses are related to the absolute amount of telescoping that occurs,- and

an analysis of this type is reported in,Table 29.
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TABLE 27.

CORRELATES OF TIME LAG AS RECALLED BY VICTIM

FOR REPORTED AWUNREPORTED EVENTS

(Pearson CbrrelationS)

Characteristic
All Crimes
(972)

Property Crimes
(N -776)

Personal Crimes
(14W134)

Positive attitude and
police

Age

Race (0=black,; 1=w ite)

Sex fema =male

'Education

Seriousness

-.07**

-.04

+.02

+.02

-.04

-.00

-.08**

-.03

+.04

-.00

-.02

.02

-.01

-.09

+.12

.14*

+.08

.65

* *P <

1
Positive b relations mean that higher e character are
related to-'longer tiOe'lags; negative correlation mean thli,1:

_e. -es
on the characteristkc are related to lOnger time lags. 1For dmamp a
crimes a negative 'attitude,toriard the police is weakly refated to
time lags between the criMelsdate And the interview date.



TABLE 28.

RELATIOJISHIP BETWEEN FORWARD TELESCOPING AND

SURVEY AND POLICE INFORMATION DIFFERENCES

LUCA-sat

FORWARD TELESCOPING
Higher Estimate Absolute Amount

in Survey of Difference
r r

BeriOUOneea

Seriousness Scale, .00 .06 212

Collar Loss -.07 -.09 212

Characteristics cf Suspects

Race (white)

Ac
and

--
Victim Self-pro

Witness present

Pol;tioe ten

Palace activi

Stranger
V

Number Of!offenders

Age of. Aders,

16-

2©

17

6

A

,20*

01

-.12

v.03

a
-.vs

95

136

152

175

.05'
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TABLE 29.

CORRELATES OF ERROR IN RECALL OF INCIDENT DATE (TELESCOPING)

FOR MATCHED CASES-
1

(Pearson Correlations)

Characteristic
All CriMoe
(N -203)

PrOperTy.CEiMe8
NwI81)

Pereonal Cr
(N016)

Time between incident and
interview

Positive attitude toward
police

Age

Race (0- black; l white)

Sex (0=female: 1 -male)

Rducatioh

Seriousness

.64**

.07

-.12*

-.04

-.14*

-.04

-.12*

.65**

.08

-.11

-.03

-.16*

-.04

-.02

.10

22

-.30

-.03

-.02

*p .05

*P ( .001

// Only one black respondent

Posit -ive correlations mean that higher scores on the characteristic are
related to greater error in recalling the incident date; negative correla-
tions me -n that lower scores on the characteristic are related to greater
error. or example, for all crisies lower seriousness is related to greater
error in recalling the incident date.



Although there are several
#

-11y significant correlations, the

only one with any substantial explanatory power in the time lag lwitween'when

the incident occurred and when the interview took place. Incidents that

occurred in the more distant past

they occurred. In addition, the data in

ubjeCt to concerning when

theft older persons made

slightly fewer errors in the date of the event, mein made somewhat fewer errors.

than women, and there were fewer errors for serious crimes than for trivial

ones.

hose correlations mean that some victim characteristics were.relatad to

the absolut nt of error, but the data in previous tables show that vie-

tim char' ::teris are not reit the direct n ( or. The

i,ation of this. finding for those who use victimization data is that the

reliability of the da t1Te incident c

of respondents and d

tLmStiary

The analysis provides :;uppoit

somewhat

across some characteristics

crime se nesS.

the cmnt onticm that the amount

crime estimated in victimiiatjon surveys Iunbonridedl will be overes_

due to forward -opi ()f- ',vont !; . indicate that the maqn

the prtilem varies with the tY1 of crime and may he especially serious

for larcenies.

There is no evidence' tint the victimization irvey data use in this

analysis were hiase due to different

with different char

general, then the surveys

but ion of crimes among

1_roping by respondents

It this result true survey data in

_le ostimateg of the distri-

li lati !,tiburo

Incidents _hat were forward to le t d contained overr (compa



with Folios data }`'of victim act vales. h this one exception, the survey

information was generally not b a d by corrolat

teleocoping and other characterlatin of the, rime or mumpect,

4

I

rd



PART VI.

THAT Cr .0

97

The Portland forward records { heck was not desiqned to provide informa-

t on on why cortain crimes could not be found in police -data. Nevorthelose,

Cher, is considerable punt of cur iousity oncernProu what happened to the

47 pert rent of presumably

beta. The soatrato in thi

incidents that were not found in police

genteel in en effort to provide I

limited (and very speculetivel information about the "missing" caS00.

are four. possible explanations for the missinq in.cidents:

1. wAR recorMed by the r1ic.Lhut the

seerchLIT2Iledures failed to iota It, The search procedu

to find the incident because either the survey or police,

(by at least five ,in,0 the ear, -h -over

nt

v_ failed

was w

ea that large`,

down- t F,e ''vein- into A C vil offense, or the inc ent

occurred prior to January, 1'))2, which WAU the earliest date used in the

search. A name !war. IhitlAtoc1 for 1,-1 incidents in which a last name

had been river in findinq only an Adetiaicnal twelve inci-

dents. Thus, if A name the remaining 26 incidents,

8

an additional 11.h pt, ,f them miqht have been found for a total "matched'

set of 246 ins not likely any more incidents to uld

have been found if the search had extended teak thromh 1971 since hardly.
411v

anyone te1escnf d incidents from that far in the past.

2. The r.nc rdent _

person arele1e!kondent As oimeri it

it did not. The data indicate thAt

eons= in authority or to some other

known to th ice when, in #

rbi1 nding the incident
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have been "honest" errors in that the respondent thought the incident was

friendrepcirted by a friend or stranger who witnessed-the crime. Applying these

Of
estimates to. the data, there are still 128 incidents which are not accounted

for at .a see Tame 30).

all of the "missing" 128 incidents were actually reported to the
4

polii lien-the police discretion factor seemingly eliminated 32 percent of

' the victim ime reports (or down classified them to civil offenses). if

the 128 incidents was actually reported to the police, thep it appears

as if approximately 32 percent of the survey respondents said that they

E
reported a crime 'then, iii fact, tftVraid not. It is more likely that both 40

sources of br exist and that the 32 percent "missing" cases should be

divided in some way-between respondent misstatements about reporting and

police discretion in terms of informally "unfoundi " or "clearing"jan inci-

dent even before it is recorded.

As noted previously, the Portland forward records check was not designed

o permit a comprehensive study of why victimizations cannot be found in

poli-e data and no additional conclusions can be drawn. Several different

types of analyses were conducted, however, in an effort to identify character-

istics of the crimes or victims that were definitely "matched" and those that

were definitely "not found." Data from those analyses are presented in

Table 31.

Differences approaching statistical significance were found for compar

sons involving who reported the incident (p=.12), and for comparisons based

on the sex of the victim (1-, )7). There were no significant differences in

the probability of finding a single incident compared to a series of events

in the probability of finding an incident in which the offender was known to

the victim compared to an incident in which the offender was a stranger, and

I



TABLE 30.

ACCOUNTING FOR THE "MISSING" CASES

100

?

N Percent

Percent of those
for which search
was undertaken

N=399

Original number respondents said
were reported

No search due to vague address
of crime location

b) Event found but no original
police report

c) Estimated number of additional
cases that would have been
found with full mime search

d) Estimated number of "honest"
errors: respondent thought
event was reported by friend
or stranger

e) Actual number found

Actual number not found,
including b, c, and d

Estimated number not found,
excluding a, b, c, and d

Estimated number accounted for
(sum of b, c, d, and e)

476

77

6

34

19

212

187

128

271

16%

7%

4%

45%

27%

57%

2%

9%

53%

47%

32%

68%
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no significant difference was observed for black as compared to white victims.

For some portions of the analysis, a comparison was made among re-

matched incidents, "reported" but not matched, and unreported incidents.

ed

These results are shown in Table 32. Significant differences exist in terms

of the time lag between the incident and the interview the unreported

incidents appearing to have occurred morb recently. This probably is due to

a more rapid forgetting of the unreported incidents which produces fewer such

crimes in the most distant mont the recall perick There also are sta-

tistically significantdifferences in seriousness of the crime (with the

reported matched being the most serious) and in the age of the victim. In
?

most of the comparisons, the "unreported' but not matched group has character-

istics that place it in between the repo ed:and the unreported incidents.

The data in Table 33 show the proportion crime incidents from the

Portland survey that are in each of the,thr-- categories. It is interesting

to note that only 22 perc-n all,the survey- grerated incidents were found

in police files. The major factor in the incidence, being in the files,

however, is that the victim did nl report the crime. Pher- were 712 inci-

dents which were never of ficially recorded by the police. Of .hese, 78 percent

were due to victim. nonreporting whereas only 22 percent can be attributed to

presumably "reported" incidents that could not be found in the police records:

Two concluding statements can be made based upon the analys

1. Through a series of adjustments to the data, the best estimate is

that approximately 32 percent of the incidents which respondents said were

reported to the police actually were not reported or were reported but the

police did not record the incident as a crime. If this estimate is correct

d6d if the 32 percent is divided evenly between the two sources of error, then

the implication is that about 16 percent of the victims say the crime was

1
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TABLE 31.

CHARACTERISTICS OF "DEFINITE MATCHES" AND "DEFINITE NON-MATCHES"

Found

Who told the police?

Victim
Household Me-
Friend
Stranger
Police

N

68

124

11

0

1

54%

57%
41%
--

TOTAL 204

Collapsed Chi Square*
d.f.=2
p=.12

Series versus Single Ii ident:

Single 183 55%

Series 29 50%

TOTAL 212

Chi Sguare=0.260
d.f.=1
n.s.

Victim-Offender Relationship:

Stranger 47 48%

Some Known 14 45%

All Known 10 35%

TOTAL 71

Chi Square=1.63

n.s.

Sex of Victim:

Male 43 57%

Female 30 40%

TOTAL 73

Chi Sq re=3.52

d.f.=1
p=.07

Race of Victim:

White
Black

TOTAL
Chi Square=.12
d.f.=1
n.s.

Not Pound Total

N

59

93
16

3

172

152

29

181

51

17

19

87

33

45

78

28 .39% 43

31 44% 40

59 83

N

46% 127 100%

43% 217 100%

59% 27 100%

3 100%

2 100%

45% 335 100%

50% 58 100%

393 c

52% 98 100%

55% 31 100%

65% 29 100%

43% 76 100%

60% 75 100%.

151

61% 71 100%

56% 71 100%

142

Friend, stranger, and police were combined into a single category when calcu-

lating the chi square test.

A
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TABLE 32.

MEAN SCORES ON PRMICTOR VARIABLES

FOR MATCHED REPORTERS, UNMATCHED REPORTERS, AND NON-REFWITERS

Reported
Matched

Reported
Not Matched

Not
Reported

Months between incident
And interview 6.46 6.40 5.53 p.01

Seriousness 2.90 2.25 1.73 p.01

Attitudes toward police
(1=-positive; 4- negative)

2.12 2.27 2.31 n.s,

Age 42.92 37.29 36.46 p.01

Education (in years) 12.78' 12.86 12.83 n,s.

1
The seriousness scale Used in the analysis includes injury, weapon, loss
from crime and other similar indicators (see Appendix B).



TABLE 33

(

CRIME TYPE P _ REPORTED MATCHED, REPORTED UNMATCHED SAND UNREPORTED EVENTS

Reported Match Reported No Match

Rape 2

Robbery 3 9% 13 ,37%
irs

Assault 12 14% 23 27%

Burglary 103 49% 37 14%

Larceny 67 14% 70 15%

Auto Theft 20 34% 14 24%

Number of Cases \206 22% 17%

Not Reported Total

N

19

50

118

340

14

553

N

5 100%

54% 35 109%

59% 85 100%

4% 25$ 100%

71% 477 100%

41% 5B 100%I

60% 918
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reported when it was not. And, the implicatioh would be that about 16 percent

of the incidents repor e police are not recorded dUe to police discre-

_ion that is exercised before an original .'crime report is filled out. These

figures are highly speculative, of course, and if tte re`s sufficient 51terest

in the "missing cases" then a study should be designed explicitly for the pur-
}

pose of trying,to answer it,:

-2. f one examines the total number, of victimization incidents alled

by port land city residents in the 1974 suiuey (reported and unt-e reed), then

the problem "non- reporting" by vietims,is considerably more serious Shan

the problem of "not finding" incidents in the police files. Of the survey-

generated' incidents that are not in the police files, 78 percent are "missing"

becaule the victim did- not report the crime and 22 percent are "missing"

because either the police did not record i

but it was not.

comparisons of the charactcrist les

reported acrd ,presumably "true" urirepo]

ones are e similar to reported thanito un

the victim said it was reported

ed'ihcidents

sin es" with 'true"'

- veal that the missing(

d crimes but instead

gen rally represent a mixture of the "true" reported and unreported. :ff

. ,

the one than to the other,

sing incidents ac

the m sing cases were clearly more similar

then one might speculate that most f the m y belong

to which ever group they. resemble. Since the analysis suggests thby are "in

bet-een" _ e other two categories, then the only reasonable conclusion is

\
that some of the missing cases were report d (but not,kound) and Others were

not reported.
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reaso , ther is aecurmaiating, evidence that criticisms directed toward the
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information need(Ni. to classify crimes are not warranted.

estinia ddll

The range cifSelifteiences fond in the Sap Jose data was from a 24 percent

Portland and froin the San Jose higher

loss born the crime.

higheriestIAAte to a 33 peFcenthrghor est'
)1,

e, depending on the type of

crime. The range o differences found in the Portland study was from a 24

pertent higher estimate to a 48 percent higher estimate. Neither study was

able'to identify reasons for the higher estimates in survey data compared with

police estimates,.

Several propositions were tested with the Portland data concerning fac-

tors that might have p(roduced higher estimates in the survey. One proposition-

as baked on the possibility that victims distort informatio.1 about loss as

funotion'of tho amount of time that elapsed between the crime and the inter-

view. Higher survey estimates could be produced if victims whose crime experi-

rnce was further in the past systematically overestimated the amount of loss.

However, there was no e4idence found iii the analysis that this was a contr

buting fao4p-r.

Thee was no evidinicu from the Portland analysis which would indicate

that the,overest mates areaar> coSt rilluted disproportionately by certain types ot

victims. No relationships wtoro found bqtweon victim age, race, sex, educa-

tional baekground5and the amount of over- or underestimation.

Thi problem with I hi lit a is most acute for re,a,archerH who wish to use

survey infer__LtiOn to ettmate the total mount of monetary loss due to crime

or the average Ions, jr victim. ILIta ()f this tyre are (a value in estimating

the expected cost of crime ,.ompensation proqrams, the savings that could result

from certain types of crime proventIon programs, and cost-effectiveness evalua-

=Ij
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crime and, for this reason, might e cons
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riot- to the most el i st int month 'incbuded

unre
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as well as re- _ ed

2ial data even

in the survey information. At th

of whether the' orror was in the survey data or

major- robletn in` unbounde =d interviews:

T land

scoped than other t

ward by 4.4 r _t

period that actually occurred

Imo sMari 1/1>ears to be a

showed t it.ii larcenies were more likely to be tell

Incidents. An average larceny was telescoi _ed for-

study and 22 percent of all the larcenies

1 period when they actually occurred

ovious studio in that incidents

were incorrectly placed within

prior to it= These result:; are similar

tend to be forward telescoped to cire ester extent than they are backward tole-

scraped. There' are, however, several differences between the Portland findings

ward

hose rhinA whichcincidents are most likel to be for-

Nevertheless, t lic> ;t cor. v us researc h shown that

tole scc liirrcl pro(luces or re >r in t vey!:.; iii relit. 1,-)h to th

rate, mi ive

by-month trrnd wit_iiin tfH, recall pr lod.

ion

dittotent Imes, and the more

The onalysIs showed that ilOr explanat eery

factor i s threes amount c,t t Imo I h , i t ce 1 , 1 1 , : ; e . , I he wt.t.n I he r 1 ( 1 6 ' 1 0 _ , t n(1 tilt' I n t e l

view. I nc 1 c l e ' n ha t cerr 1 , 1 f e i n t he .r ire t h e . i , u ; t _ We e . t e q e':icopoi to a tj i t c r-

ex nt tlrilre t hose which cc+ c-ur r 1 . . 1 r 1 . ( T i l t ` . watt Inc l Mil Cat ion from 1
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examined in relation to telescopinq was the seriousness scale. Although the

more serious incidents were teler.coped 1 -. in the 212 I -ceiri examined, the

strength of the relationship (r-=. 11) was not great enough to be stat istically

significant at the .05 level.

In addition to these, several other proposi- tons were tested in the for-

ward records check. The data in Table 14 are a comprehensive summary of the

results from analyses of infor tional differences concerning factual aspects

A
the crimes. Data in the tahl initude a summary of the characteristic dif-

ferences (if any) between survey and police information,as well as a summary
10'

of whether evidence was toupd-Whi( would ilk cate the presence i systematic

bias in the survey data,,

Four types of biases were examined.

1. MemorL Distor ion refers to whether v ctims tend to distort information

in a systematic way during the time lag that elapsed between the crime and the

interview. Evidence of distortion exists if a statistically significant wi

relation was observed (.0`) level) between the number of months that elapsed

and the direct in if ditterence between polIce and !Airvey Information. For

example, the difference;; be.- -.ut tirvey orioutine e!Jimate might

change as a function ot the time that has elapsed in such a way that more

recent incidents contain gro, er sir vey overestimates thin did ti mole dmitant

es ti_ es. If so, their ther, evidenue that Viii In;; dpitott the intormatioh

as time passes.

2. memory IA)!,!; ritti t ,) whet het tilt ttii. t end II make Milt I'ii iii S III

reca 1 1 ing tilt re I evant 4.t al I .; t w .1 I tinct III I (,11 vi.

dgft tini'jtlu et t in iii. iii i 'MI' .111I (+ ) i itO II iii I !pi II o.

sqr(if want coirelattons lit weeh the ill lit' ot dit etence and th'/ ,)t

thwie throe tiict c)r 1., c,m.;1+1f.r ,v iltit o m.111,tt y ,ktpi, het etge,
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TABLE 34.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

"-CZ=

Evidence of Survey Error or Bias flue To . .

Amount Eredominant Differential Differential

of (nareeterigtics cit Aomori tomory Vietim NNW
Type QfjInforlMtiun Agrement 4 n e 14:Aoition hiss Hecall Telescopinq

I. Classification 91*

, 2. Details of what

happened (9 infor-

mation elements)

3. Seriousness of

offense (Sell in- jurvey: R-4'..1 Auvril

Wolfgang scale) e. .1' 11!.':mlte', No No N,i No

Pn11.,:e: R...':''
,

-;.1... J

4. Eollar WES

5, Characteristics

of Suspects:

a) Race: white or

black

' b) Known or stranger

c) Age of suspect

4

tvtN: X 41

Nice:

5,0. 88

4)

:-41tvoy: x 18..

Poliru! i-18,7

ou

lone

N(.2: No No

No No No No

Mn No No No

No NO No No

Evidence that memory le,;(: ocnttpd in Lisei en qatioirally significant corrolationg (,05 level) between

the absolute amount of lifferonre arvl (a) a t imo lag between crime and interview, (h) error in recalling

the date, (c) age of victim, Evidenco of memory distortion refers to systematic over- or underestimation_

as a function of the time laq between event and interview. The summary analysis concerning the other rela-

tionships in the table are Laced on oorieldtioui with the direction of difference, not the absolute amount,

I
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eyidenee that the differences between Police and airveY

at leant partially, to the survey procedures.

m _Recall refers to whether

contribute disproport

attribute

/typo of v t ms

ely to the nature of the diffe_ oboe ed

between police and survey information. Evidence of diet

is based on whether there are statistically signifecan

level) between victim eharact- -s (race, age, sex,

the direction of differences eblerved between Police

4. Differential Forward Telesciin. refers to whet

Incidents are forward telescoped more than other types

\e
ewes of victims forward telescope more than others.

cati

the survey data will overrepresent any type of incident

Fl victim lc call

Clone

nel level ) and

!donut ,.=1,--

stein type

whether ce i.a in.
sided serve

forward

jellstelescoped to a greater extent than other incidents and.
Arla

will overrepresent crimes against victims who forward te)

The major findings are summa ed below:

1. The reliability and validity de a

information beinf consid As shown in Table 34,

that appear to be most accurate and to have the greatee

n theLl

dinfonmeeteeeon

ty are:

The details of what happened during the crime, i >.e111 Aehe 2L- the
victim was attacked, whether the victim was the 'clod whether Aelle

'24tee wlet hoffender had a weapon, whether there was phyeee_ -e doe Fe le

)eu amedical attention was needed' whether prepertY 40 eetad ,

whether offender had 4 right to be there, whee )t s t0-"nder octun
got in, and whether there was evidence Qf ztry,

2. The classification of the offense.

3. Age and sex of suspects.

4. Number of suspects.

Whether the victim undertook self protective
nS

Whether there were witnesses present.
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Differences between police and survey information were great enough

be of concern for the following:

1. Seriousness of the offense (Sellin-Wolfgang scale).

2. Dollar loss from the crime.

Race of suspects.

4. Whether the suspect was known to the victim or not.

S. Police response time.

6. Number of activities undertaken by the police at the sjiene.

7. Month during which the crime occurred.

The seriousness of the offense was measured with the'Sellin-Wolfgang

Scale and included several indicars of seriousness. The higher estimates in

the survey data were produced mainly by higher dollar loss from the crime and

by victim statements coriterning whether a weapon was present or not. Efforts

were made to determine why the survey data contained higher,estimates, but the

results were basically identical to those reported above concerning dollar loss:

There was no evidence that memory loss or memory distortion produced the dif-

ferences and no evidence that certain types pf victims contributed dispropor-

tionately to the higher survey estimates.

It is not possible to develop recommendations concerning how the accuracy

of dollar loss and seriousness data could be improved,s4nce we, do not have

Any evidence about the source of the problem. Police record keeping could

produce lower estimates; survey methods in which the value attached to the

items stolen are accepted without questioning could produce higher, estimates in

the survey; or res

tent, however, that

ndent erny s could produce the differences. It is'i por-

e additional investigation be undertaken to identify

the reasons for the differences and develop better questioning procedures

(perhiPs for,both the interviewers and the police) in order to insure that
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,
measuzes of crime seriousness and dollar loss are more accurate than indicated

in the Portland data.

Police and survey data differed on a case-by-case basis concerning the

race of the Suspected offender and whether the offender was knoWn to the vie-

tim. However, there were no systematic. differences in the sense that survey

data did not indicate mote black (or white) suspects than police data and did

not suggest that there were mor4 (or fewer) strangers than the police data.

It might be noted that police and survey data were more similar in respect to

age, sex, and number of suspects than they were for race or relationship of

off- to victim. This result, if replicated in other studies, would sug-

gest_that the latter facts about the incident are more sensitive to the respon-

dent. Improvement in the reliability of the data might be achieved through

better questioning proc dures (by interviewers and/or by the police).

with most of the other data which differed between police and survey records,

no evidence could be found concerning why the differences exist. Memory loss,

memory disto on, and selective misperception by certain types of victims

were tested as possible explanations, but none of these had statistically si

nificant correlations with the amount or type of error.

The implications of the findings are that the reliability of racial data

about offenders may be lower than some of the other information making it

more difficult to find statistically significant relationship between offen-

der's race-and other character

victim. The same .rue- for the stranger, non-stranger variable. On the

other hand, studies which use these variables to examine relationships between

type of victim and type of offender, for example, should not contain system-

atic biases that could Confound the conclusions because error in offender

characteristic data appear to be unrelated to victim characteristics and

sties of the incident or characterist' of the
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V

unrelated to characteristics the offense.

Survey data overestimated police response time, in comparison .with dice

records, and underestimated the number of activities undertaken by the police

at the scene. The most plausible explanation for survey estimates of police

',response time being higher than the police estimates is that persons, during

times of cr

the

,
tend to believe that more time has elapsed than actually is

The possibility that police underestimate the time cannot be entirely

eliminated, but in Portland this'possibility is very remote. The victim's

call to the police is recorded, the dispatcher's call to the officer is

recorded, and the officer's call that he has arrived on the scene is recorded.

The e estimates are kept in seconds, not just in minutes, and even though

the persons who copy from these logs onto the police form could alter the

response time data' does not seem likely that they would do so, since

positive evidence of response time is available.

A plausible explanation for why the survey data underestimated the

activities by the police at the scene is that this is an open-ended survey

question and not one designed to job the memory of respondents in the survey.

'Questions which specifically ask the victim to recall whether the police

investigated, arrested someone, or took fingerprints almo st certainly would

improve the survey data

2. For most of the typ information elements exa_ his stud-

there is no evidence that the accuracy or completeness of he information

declines as a function of the time lag between when the crime occurred and

when the interview was condti'Cted. The -re were, however, two exceptions.

First, the accuracy of respondent's recall of the date declined as the time

lag increased; and second, there was a tendency for victims to forget that

witnesses were present for events that occurred further in the past.
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The implication of this finding in that 12 -month retrospective recall

period may be just as good as shorter ones if the data are to be used for

certain types of purposes. Previous studies have demonstrated without excep

tion that respondents are more apt to forget crimes that occurred further in

the past. The evidence in this study suggests that if they remember the incident

at all, they tend to remember (accurately)- most of the details about what hap-

pened. Thus, studies which use vidtimization surveying for the purpose of

analyzing relationships within the dtta, rather than making population-level

estimates of victimization rates, might be able to use longer recall periods--

)

perhaps recall periods even longer than twelve months. The critical question,

and one that has not been examined, is whether incidents that are forgotten

differ from those recalled in terms of the patterns and relationships between

victims and offenders, offenders and certain characteristics of the crime, and

so on. Therefore, before definitive conclusions are drawn concerning the optimal

recall period for surveys focussing on patterns and relationships, the results

in this research should be replicated and similar types-pf analyses should be

conducted using reverse record check procedures so that forgotten incidents

can be analyzed.

3. preliminary evidence from the study_ indicates that surITydplA.!hbuld

ovide accurate conclusions for studies of:

(a) the distribution of crimes among population subgroups,

(b) the distribution of crime seriousness among population subgroups,

(c) the relationships between victims' characteristics and certain

characteristics of the offense,

(d) the relationship between victim characteristics (age, race, education

level, sex) and the activities of the victim, police, and witnesses at the

time the crime occurred.

Characteristics of victims not related to the amount of error
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the data nor to systematic Misperceptions about the events. Furthermore,

there was no evidence that certain types of victims forward telescope more

than others. Forward telescoping results in an overestimation (in unbounded

surveys) of the amount of crime committed against persons who forward tele-

scope. Thus, the fact that victim characteristics were not related to forward

telescoping is an important result from the study.

It should be emphasized, however, that if offenses which are forgotten

are characterized by different patterns and relationships than those recalled,

then the survey data would not produce reliable conclusions about such rela-

tionships Thus, the results of the forward records check need to be repli-

cated and reverse record checks should be designed to test bias in the for-

gotten incidents. I

Although the survey data appear to be relatively free of systematic mis-

perceptions by certain types of victims, there is a tentative indication that

persons with negative attitudes toward the police projected these attitudes

into their recollection about what the police did, how long it took the police

to arrive, whether there were witnesses present, and the extent of the vice

activities to prevent the crime. Thus, studies that seek to explain victim

attitudes toward the police as a function of police activities or response

time should be cautious in interpreting the causal direction of observed cor-

relations. The data presented here indicate that persons with negative atti-

tudes may perceive these in a different way than persons with positive attitudes,

even though the"facts" are the same.

4. Evidence from this !tudy and others indicates that victimization sur-

ve data cannot be used to measure trends in the victimization rate within the

1 s

retros ective call -er od covered by the surya telescoping and forget-

ting were distributed equally randomly) across the various --7nthsOn the
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recall period, then One could use the data from single survey to estimate

monthly or c e ly victimization,rates (provided, of course, that the size

of the sample was sufficiently large). There is a considerable body of evi-

dance, however, which demonstrates that telescoping is pri y forward

rather than backward, and that forgetting increases with the length of the

recall period. Thus, even though the survey data contain information about

the da of each crime event, a single survey yields an estimate only for the

entire 12-month recall period (or six months) and not for individual

months.

This problem greatly reduces the value of Survey data for evaluation p

poses. Survey data are needed for most crime prevention and deterrence

programs as well as for other evaluations which require comparisons across

cities, and programs that would alter citizen reporting rates or police

discovery rates. Because these types of programs are focussed on entire

geographic areas, it is usually impossible to have a true field experimental

dellign, and the best procedure available to the evaluator is the.quasi-

experimental time-series design'that requires twelve to fifteen pre-program

estimates of monthly (or quarterly, or yearly) victimization rates and

kseveral post-program estimates. If the survey data could be,disaggreyated,

then each survey using a 12 -month recall period would provide twelve esti-

mates; two surveys would yield 24 estimates, and so on.

5. L1.1-iii1.-_tidicated:hat the age of the victim was not related to

the amount or_typepf error in the data. Moreover, the study sh6-ed that per-

Ons who make errors in recalling the correct' date ate no more likely than

others to have given different information to the,interviewer than to the police

Both of these results were somewhat surprising, since age is generally presumed

to influence memory loss, and since reasonable to believe that persons



I

_ make

'explanation

'frequenky of the

error ou e'inclitied to

aled in the analysib of "don't know "err POnSeS'4 The

increased respondent age and with th4 frequency of

4
recalling the date of thoe -incident.

(
Thus, _ possible that older

vie ima and those who guess (incorrectly) atthe-da of the incident tend to

say "don't know" to other questions rather than provide erronedus informatton.
t

the incidents that ndenta sdid were rperted to the

Mice were not found in iplice_flles. Through a series of adjustments in

the dat_ the best es;imae is that approximately 32 percent of the survey

incidents that presumably were reported could not be found either because they

mere not reported or because they were not recorded as a crime by the police.

Discussion and Reeommendatagp

Victimization surveying has the potential for providing considerable

':information and new knowledge about crime which cannot be obtained from offi-

cial crime statistics. Unreported crimes constitute a large proportion of

al =l incidents that occur. The absence of unreported incidents in official

data represents an inherent and uncorrectable problem with using the official

statistics for a variety of research and evaluation purposes. "Survey data

should provide superior estimates of the amount, costs, and characteelltics

of criminal victimization. Analysis .of the data could, potentially, provide

important new insights about crime causation, factors contributing to victim-

ization, and the distribution of crime as well as its costs among different

population subgroups.

The results of this study indicate that survey data are sufficiently

reliable and valid to be used with confidence for some of these purposes, but
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doubts rem _in about others. Furthermore, the results single study, con-

ducted in a single city, with a small sample, are not final answers to these

questions and all of the propositions tested in the Portland study need to be

reexanlined and replicated in other studies before final conclusions are drawn.

Although the survey data appear to be quite good in many respects, the full

potentiiVof victimization surveying for generating information of the type

mentioned above will not be realized unless there is a resumption of methodolo-

gical research into the types of bias in survey - generated information about

crime and the efficiency of various solutions for improving its reliabil

and validity.

The first ajo reco_-ndation f-r-om this shy is:

1. A series multi-purpose reverse record checks should be conducted

in several different cities. The studies should be designed so that informa-

tion can be obtained in relation to several propositions and the results com-

y

pared across the different cities. The topics of major concern should include:

(a) The amount of telescoping, forgetting, and differences (between
police and survey data in factual information about the incident),

(b) The characteristic nature of the differences (higher or lower
survey estimates in comparison with ponce data, for example),

(c) The extent to which telescoping, forgetting, and differences betWeen
police and survey data are correlated with characteristics of the
victim, the offense, and the offender.

Ideally, the samples drawn for the studies should be large enough to per-

mit at least a minimum amount of experimenting with different surveying methods,

different questioning procedures, and/or different recall periods. The pur-

pose of these studies would be to test propositions such as those examined in

this study about the types of bias in the survey data and to experiment with

methods of reducing them.

One of the important contributions that could be made by victimization
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surveying is in the improvement of program evaluation efforts. The survey

data are needed for evaluating community-based crime prevention programs,

crime deterrence programs, programs that 'alter citrzen reirtiny rates and/or

police discovery of crimes in progress, and program± or strategies that are

being tested comparatively across differ n_ 7i ThiS potential will not

be realized unless there are several substantial changes made.

It should be emphasized that true experimental designs are not in common

use for field evaluation and are impossible for many types of community -based

prevention or deterrence programs. Thus, the best evaluation design that can

be used is a quasi- experimental time series approach which requires numerous

time points prior to and after the program is implemented.

Victimization survey data at the national level would be suitable for

such evaluations if the surveys w conducted firth sufficient frequency,

prior to the implementation of a program so tha the to fifteen monthly or

iquarterly estimates of victimization rates would be available, and a continu-

ing series c -nthly or quarterly estimates could be made after the program

is implemented. Even though these methods would be appropriate in terms of

data reliability and validity, the national data cannot be used for program

evaluation, because there are no national pro rams that use common strategies

and which are implemented simultaneously throughout the country. Since

the method used for national data collection requires personal interviews

every six months of A panel of respondents, there are few (if any) cities

or states that could afford to conduct these kinds of surveys on a cnntinu-

ing basis. Although the federal government may be willing to fund victim=

ization surveys in several areas for the purpose of evaluating innovative

programs, the areas cannot be identified far enough in advance of program

implementation to provide the twelve to fifteen f +_re- proq_ram surveys that are

1
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rsaided to generate t _ve to fifteen quarterly estimates of victim-

ization rates. Thus, even when victimizati n surveys arw:fielded in conjunction

with new programs, the results (at best) are a "before and after" evaluation

design which is one of the weakest types. It in almost impossible

thaw definitiVe conclusions about _tiveness of a program in terms

of crime reduction when a "before and after" design has been utilized.

The second major recommendation from this study

2. One or more studies should he initiated to test different types

surveying procedures that a

in cities and states and

inexpenhive enough to he widely imPlemented

ned no that a single survey can generate

several time - specific victimization estimates. The types of methods that

should be tested include mailed

sampling procedures. The types

those named under the first roc°

informational dif 'nces)

to the complex methodo

rolling monthly survey pro--!-Aur I !;ho

ate --nth-by-month esti.at--

a

hone interviewing using rolling monthly

t1116. need to be examined include

tel

studies should seek solutions

inq how the data produced from

adjuhted to provide the most accur-

'nq forgetting, and

(This typo of procedure is examined more fully

in another report produced from this grant, see Schneider, 1977).

A major ass- ,- lying much of the discussion in this report is

that there are certain types of re search and evaluation questions for which

official data ar, inherently inappr-- late because they do not contain unre-

po rted incidents'. Although most researchers believe this to be an insurmount-

able problem for certain types of research, there is very little empirical

information concern s or condit ions which, if they exist,

make it reasonable to assume that official data are a representative and

Unbiased subset of'all crime incidents. it is net known, for example, wheth
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ed and unreported)

the Fitts ns in 0 7.data. At, the heart of the issue is the

question of how the reported and recorded incidents differ from those that

were either not reported or, if reported, were dot recorded.

The third major recommendation is:

3. One or sore studios should be undertaken to study the differences

between reported and unreported incidents. The differences in terms of general

descriptions of the types of crimes, typ ffenders, and so on shOUld be

includodobut the major focus of the study should be to determine -whoth

there are differences in the patterns and relationships within each set

data which would confound or invalidate the conclusions drawn by studies that

used only one of the data sets.
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APPENDIX A
0.

URFVIFW OF THE DIFFI OLT MATCH NO TCH DECISIONS

Offenses that involved the correct eiehold, but were considered not to be

match

) Survey: A man reported that a camera and its ease were stolen from his
car, parked at home, in May 1974.

Police: Woman meeting description of spouse of survey vietith reported
her husband missing and expressed concern about a possible
suicide attempt since he was on "pills." Report was made in
September, 1971.

(b) Survey: Thirty-year-old son, living with his parents, reported that thr
tape deck in r had been stolen in April, 1974. Offender --
gained entry b car windows had been broken and were not
in place at time of he offense.

Police: Mother of the survey victim reported that food stamps, a pistol,
and other items had been stolen from her car in September, 1972.

Survey: Mother reported that her 15-year-old'soo had had his bike stolen'
in September. 1973. It had been locked to a pole in the yard.

Police: Male victim was staying with his sister at address of survey
respondent while he recovered from an operation when several
personal items were stolen from his unlocked room.

(d) Survey: A 50-year-old female living with her husband repo tea that in
March, 1974, she was followed by two persons who stole her
purse at night near her home. They mailed the identification
cards and purse back to her, but not the money. She also.re-

1 ported that a roomer in her house (boarder) had threatened to
have someone kill her if he continued in her efforts to have
him evicted from his room.

Police: police records have one offense at the location. It involved,
a 21 -year -old male, renting a room in the basement, who says
that he Was robbed by an offender armed with a vase in January,
1972. Police records show three'Other offenses in the vicinity,
but none involved the victim included in the survey.

miler events found in police records prior to survey recall period and

were considered not to he matches

*__

These incidents were the only ones that involved difficult judgments. The "90
percent rule" required 90 percent concurrence to constitute'a definite match and
90 percent divergence to be considered a definite no-match. No characteristics
of the crime that would be used in classifying it or in the subsequent analyses

used to decide whether an event matched did not match.
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A woman :sported that in September 1413 someone tried to gain
entry at night through a screen. She turned on the lights and
called a neighbor. later notifying the police.

Palest A burglary was reported by the victim at the same address in
the survey in March, 1973. The [Amity was out for the evening
and returned home to find the house completely ransacked.
(Police records also contained on event that matched one the
survey respondent recalled in the interview but said was not
reported.)

Survey: A man reported that his car was stolen from his home in
December, 1973.

Polices Spouse with same address as survey victim had reported several
items stolen from her car in December, 1972 while it was perked
in a parking lot. The items included bongo drums, conga rims,
and other musical equipment.

(c) Survey: Man reported that an acquaintance of who had a key to his
house loaned it to someone not known to the survey respondent.
The unknown person entered the home and tried to take clothes
and other things belonging to the owner of the house. The
survey resporacent was notified of the Incident by the. acquain-
tatice who held walked in on the offender and thwarted the ,

tempted burglary.

Police: A man matching the description of the survey victim reported a
break-in to his basement in February, 1972. The incident was
one of a series that began with entries through unlocked doors.
The victim nailed the basement door shut. but in this incident
it had been kicked in and Jammed into) the door frame.

Survey: The father of a 6-year old girl reported that his daughter had
been lured to the home of a 54-year-old acquaintance in the
neighborhood who had tried to sexually molest her (oral) but
was prevented from further molestation by a relative, The

event was said to have occurred in April, 1974.

Police: The father of a 6-year-old girl reported an incident to the
police in August, 1971, concerning an incident that occurred
in the park between his daughter and a 9- or 10-year-old
neighborhood boy. The father told the police later that after
further convernations with his daughter, he decided the inci-
dent was inconsequential and the kids were just playing around.
A 6-year-old playmate of the girl was a witness to the event.

Survey: A 30-year-old male (relative of the survey respondent) said
that he was threatened twice in February, 1974--once with a
gun and once with a knife. The event happened. the respondent
said, during the time that Carl Uowles had e- sccipad and was
throught to be in tilt' area. 'T-he threats occurred near the

home.

Police: Police recqrds show A car stolen from an address within five
blocks of the survey incident and have in report of a person

reporting their license plates were stolen. Both incidentse

occurred in Dc camber, 1972.
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The seriousness scale,used in the analysis replie0

Wolfgang's 1964 index (Thorsten Seine and Ma vi WolfgDok

Delinquency. New York: Wiley, 1964).

a. Injury Cozsrponent

Sall,in and

asurement

Question (INC069): (If victim was injured) : Did Y4t, a

at a hospital, at a doctor's oftj_ rote shat

of treatment did you receive?

Scoring: Score

Blank (indicates no injury) 0

1. No treatment 1

2. Treated in doctor's office 4

3. Treated in emergency room 4

4. Overnight at hospitals or n,c,re 7

b. Sex Offense

(Crime codes of 120000 through 129999 are rape)

Rape 8

c. Weapon Intimidation

Question (INC030): nid the personfs) have a weapon
knife, or something he used .35
bottle or wrench?

Scoring- Score

1. No
2. Yes, gun 4

3. Knife 4

4. Gun and knife 4

5. Other dangerous weapon 4

9. Don't know 0

d. Physical or Verbal intimidation

Question (INC031):

Socring:

1. No
2. Yes
9. Don't know
Blank

Did the person( eater you

Score

0

2

0

0

a gun or

is a , such as at,

apoll

in any w
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APPENDIX B (continued)
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e- Forciblentr

Question (INCO21): Was there any evidence that the offender(s)
forced his way in or tried to force his way into
the building, such as a broken lock, broken window,
forced door, forced window, or slashed screen?

Scoring: Score

1. Blank or No 0

2. through 8. _ her evidence) 1

9. Don't know 0

Costs and 'Losses

Questions concerning losses are called COST1, COST2, COST3...COST5, and
represent, in order, money lost; dollar value of items lost and dollar
value of damages, none of which was recovered; insurance paid; value
paid by offender; value paid by anyone else. The sum of these represents
the total value of the loss.

Scoring: Score

Under $10 1

$10-250 2

$251-2000 3

$2001-9000 4

$9001-30,000 5

$30,001-80,000 6

$80,001-highest 7
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APPENDIX C

TABLE 1.

ALL CRIMES

Reported in Intery ieh.t
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TABLE 2

BURGLARY

Reported in Interview
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TABLE 3.

LARCENY

Reported in 'Interview

24 2 J
44.

a. 4.

8
t
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FOOTNOTES

1. For general views of the problems with official_
data see Biderman

& Reiss (1967), Black 1970), Ennis (1967), Skogan (1975b), Schneider.(1975),

and National Research Council (1976).

2. See Seidman (1974) and Skogan, "Measurement problems in official

and survey crime rates."

See Schneider, et al, 1975b.

4. See Seidman (1974) and Skogan.

5. Levine (1976).

6. Skogan, "Measurement problems in official and survey crime rat-

1975b.

7. Levine (1976).

B. Biderman, Victimology and victimization surveys, in Victimology:_A

New Focus, 1975.

9. Schneider, The 1974 Portland victimization survey: Report on pro-

cedures, 1975.

10. No names from the original police reports were taken or copied during

the procedures and none were used by the research team in any way except to

match the partial name identifier on the coding form. This consisted of

the first name and the first and last initials of the last name.

11. Sparks, Crimes and victims in London,

of the Victims of Crime, 1976.

Skogan (ed.) Sample Surveys

12. According to Bershad (1969), the index of inconsistency for the 2x2

matrix is, simply, the complement of the correlation coefficient or the com-

plement of phi which is identical to r for 2x2 matrices. Computation of the

n x n matrix (L-fold) is

N - (sum of the diagonal)(sum

(column totals squared and s_

13. Survey Police Activity and Police Police Activity are composed of

the following variables: Police restored order; police warned offender;

police advised victim; police promised surveillance; police arrested offender;

police investigated; and other. The "Other" category (each with a score of

one) includes Police took report over phone; searched area; said they would

notify if property found; assisted victim; abused or accused victim; recovered

children; fingerprinted; and pursued offender.
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